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A note about these assessments and metrics
In this second publication of our School System 20/20 Assessments and Metrics,
we provide the details of the updated questions and metrics used in our case study
of Denver Public Schools. Please keep in mind that we see this work as evolutionary.
With each School System 20/20 analysis we learn more, and our intention is to
continue to refine the tools in response to these lessons. We also welcome input from
others involved in this important work. Feel free to send us feedback at
2020@erstrategies.org. The best way to stay completely up to date with our
methodology is to sign up for our monthly newsletter, where we will announce the
subsequent tools and revisions as they happen. To sign up for these updates go to:
ERStrategies.org/signup.
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What Is School System 20/20?
ERS’s School System 20/20 is a framework to guide district transformation so that every school
succeeds for every student because of the system—not in spite of it. This framework can help
district leaders identify and prioritize the system changes that are necessary to improve student
outcomes.
The School System 20/20 framework is made up of three parts:
• A vision of school system success, comprising seven key areas of transformation
(as described on the following page)
• A diagnostic that includes qualitative and quantitative assessments to help districts
measure and track their progress in creating the conditions that promote practices
and resource use to support excellent instruction
•A
 process for reviewing those assessments, and collaboratively identifying changes
to system conditions and practices that will lead to improved student performance

School System 20/20 is based on our years of experience working with a diverse array of school
systems, our extensive collection of data from those districts, and published research on what
works best for students.
When we engage with districts using School System 20/20, it serves as a data-informed, holistic
framework for strategic planning, one that helps districts rebuild their school systems from the
inside out. No two school systems that take the School System 20/20 approach will look alike. But
each will be the kind of district that sets a clear strategy and theory of action, is willing to transform “legacy” structures and policies, chooses strategies to better align resources to student
needs, and continuously evaluates and adjusts. We believe this process will lead to improving
outcomes for every child, in every school.

The Strategic District Transformation Process
Set a clear strategy
and theory of action to
achieve desired
instructional model
and student outcomes

+

Create enabling
structures and policies

+

EVALUATE AND ADJUST

Align resources with
student needs

Student
Outcomes
Improve

From this:

To this:

STANDARDS & INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES

Inconsistent standards that
don’t prepare kids to think critically,
creatively, or collaboratively.

College- and career-ready standards
aligned with rigorous curricula,
assessments, and other instructional
resources to achieve them.

TEACHING

Strategic hiring and assignment to
schools; support and time for team
collaboration and professional learning;
career path and compensation to enable
growth and reward contribution.

Isolated job, limited opportunities
for growth or teaming, and career
and compensation paths unconnected
to performance or contribution.
SCHOOL DESIGN

Schools with restructured roles, teams,
and schedules that enable personalized
time and attention, teacher collaboration,
and professional learning.

A one-size-fits-all learning
environment with rigid
schedules and class sizes that don’t
accommodate different learning needs.
LEADERSHIP

Limited autonomy, flexibility, and
support that do little to develop
and promote strong leadership.

Leadership roles with clear goals,
accountability, and career paths,
and the flexibility and support to
achieve results.

SCHOOL SUPPORT

A central office focused on
compliance and oversight rather than
productive partnerships with schools.

A central office that is a service
and strategy partner, leveraging data
to increase efficiency and identify
best practices.

FUNDING & PORTFOLIO

Wide funding variances across
schools, even after adjusting for
differences in student needs.

Systems that allocate resources equitably,
according to need. A mix of school sizes,
locations, and programming that balances
choice, equitable access, and cost.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Schools struggling to deliver learning
outcomes on their own, without a
systematic approach to partnering.

Partnerships with families, community
institutions, youth service organizations,
and online instructors to serve
students’ needs.
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Overview of Assessment Structure
The School System 20/20 analysis involves a comprehensive set of assessments to help
district leaders fully understand and then evaluate the system conditions and resource
use. The analysis includes four separate assessments:
1. Landscape—How hard is the challenge given the specific district context?
2. System Conditions—Has the district created conditions for change?
3. Practice and Resource Use—Are resources used strategically?
4. Impact—Is it working?
In this publication, we provide the assessment questions and metrics for assessments two
and three, which make up the bulk of our analysis—System Conditions, and Practice and
Resource Use. Within each of our seven areas, we have developed a set of key questions
to assess how well the current district situation is aligned with goals. Each question helps
assess either System Conditions or Practice and Resource Use. For each question, we
provide a set of qualitative and quantitative metrics that help district leaders objectively
answer that question. We also provide a set of suggested principal survey questions to
augment the qualitative and quantitative data.

4

Tools
Assessments
To help you navigate through this extensive collection of metrics,
we have broken them out into four sections:
1. Key Questions for each area of transformation
2. F
 ull collection of metrics for System Conditions Questions
(qualitative and quantitative)
3. F
 ull collection of metrics for Practice and Resource Use Questions
(qualitative and quantitative)
4. Principal Survey Questions
About Scoring: For all questions, a score of “1” means less
strategic and a score of “3” means more strategic. For the
quantitative questions, we provide thresholds for scoring.
However, we do not provide the same detailed information for
the qualitative questions. We expect to publish our comprehensive
rubric for the qualitative questions in future editions.
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KEY QUESTIONS FOR DISTRICT LEADERS

Key Questions
for District Leaders
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KEY QUESTIONS FOR DISTRICT LEADERS
Area/Principle

System Conditions

Practice & Resource Use

Standards & Instruction
Standards
Does the district ensure that topics of study, curriculum
Are instructional materials and instructional practice
and instruction are sufficiently rigorous at all grade levels? consistently rigorous at all schools?
Formative Assessments
Does the district ensure that teachers assess student
progress using assessments that are aligned to rigorous
instructional expectations?

Are teachers across the district consistently and
frequently assessing student progress and using the
results to refine their instruction?

Teaching
Defining and Measuring Effectiveness
Does the district release a clear and rigorous teacher
evaluation system that is based on evidence and college
and career ready standards?

Are evaluation ratings an accurate assessment of teacher
performance?

Are core teachers evaluated against the same standards
at least annually?

Does the evaluation system result in the ability to
differentiate teachers?

Is the district’s teacher evaluation data and process used
to support hiring, development, and assignment?
Hiring and Assignment

Do district policies encourage the most effective teachers
to work in the highest need schools?

Do district recruiting practices result in a pool of highquality candidates?

Does the hiring timeline and process allow for schools to
attract top talent?

Do high-need schools have an equal or higher
concentration of effective teachers?
Does the hiring process result in high-quality teacher
hires?

Career Path and Compensation
Does the district leverage the whole value proposition to
attract top teacher talent?

Does the district retain a high-performing teaching force
and encourage low performers to leave the system?

Does the district use its compensation system to leverage
high-performing teachers to take on additional
responsibilities and extend reach to students or
colleagues?
Professional Growth

Does the district ensure professional development around Are schools implementing professional development
common, cross-district learning needs of teachers?
around common learning needs of teachers that focus on
specific content as well as pedagogy?
Does the district enable job-embedded professional
development for teachers?

Do core subject teachers have individual growth plans,
driven by evaluation and effectiveness data, that build on
strengths and provide support to address weaknesses?

Does the district ensure teacher professional
development and/or support at critical career junctures,
including induction, remediation, and transition to
leadership as well as support for additional
7 certification in
high-need areas?

Do principals have a manageable span of review?

Does the professional growth support result in improved

Doesinstructional
the hiring process
result
high-qualitypractice
teacher
Does the district ensure that topics of study, curriculum
Are
materials
and in
instructional
hires?
and instruction are sufficiently rigorous at all grade levels? consistently
rigorous at all schools?
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Career Path and Compensation

Formative Assessments

Area/Principle

Standards
Teaching

KEY QUESTIONS FOR DISTRICT LEADERS

Does the district leverage the whole value proposition to
Does the district retain a high-performing teaching force
KEY
FOR DISTRICT
attractthe
topQUESTIONS
teacher
talent?
andLEADERS
encourage
low performers
leave the system?
Does
district
ensure
that teachers assess student
Are
teachers
across
the district to
consistently
and

progress
that are aligned
Does theusing
districtassessments
use its compensation
systemtotorigorous
leverage frequently assessing student progress and using the
System Conditions
& Resource Use
instructional
expectations?
results to refinePractice
their instruction?
high-performing teachers to take on additional
responsibilities and extend reach to students or
colleagues?

Standards
Professional
Growth Effectiveness
Defining
and Measuring

Formative Assessments

Hiring and Assignment

ensure that
topics
study, curriculum
Does the
the district
district release
professional
development
around
Does
a clear
andofrigorous
teacher
and
instruction
arethat
sufficiently
at teachers?
all grade
levels?
common,
cross-district
needs
of
evaluation
system
islearning
basedrigorous
on
evidence
and college
and career ready standards?

instructional
materials
and instructional
practice
schools implementing
professional
development
Are evaluation
ratings
an accurate
assessment
of teacher
consistently
rigorous
at allneeds
schools?
around common
learning
of teachers that focus on
performance?
specific content as well as pedagogy?

Does
theteachers
district enable
job-embedded
Are
core
evaluated
against theprofessional
same standards
development
for teachers?
at
least annually?
Does the district ensure that teachers assess student
Is the district’s teacher evaluation data and process used
progress using assessments that are aligned to rigorous
Does
the district
teacherand
professional
to
support
hiring, ensure
development,
assignment?
instructional
developmentexpectations?
and/or support at critical career junctures,

Do core
teachers
have
individual
growthtoplans,
Does
thesubject
evaluation
system
result
in the ability
driven by evaluation
and effectiveness data, that build on
differentiate
teachers?
strengths
andacross
providethe
support
address weaknesses?
Are
teachers
districttoconsistently
and
frequently assessing student progress and using the
Do principals have a manageable span of review?
results to refine their instruction?

including induction, remediation, and transition to
leadership as well as support for additional certification in
Do
district policies
high-need
areas? encourage the most effective teachers
Defining and Measuring Effectiveness
to work in the highest need schools?

Teaching

Area/Principle

School Design

Do district
recruiting practices result in a pool of highKEY QUESTIONS FOR DISTRICT
LEADERS

Does
and
process
allow forteacher
schools to
System
Conditions
Does the
the hiring
districttimeline
release
a clear
and rigorous
attract
top
talent?
evaluation system that is based on evidence and college
and career ready standards?

Are core teachers evaluated against the same standards
School Culture
Career Path and Compensation at least annually?
Does
districtteacher
enableevaluation
schools indata
providing
targeted,
Is
the the
district’s
and process
used
integrated,
and efficient
social
and
services to
to
support
hiring,
development,
andemotional
assignment?
Does
the district
leverage
the whole
value proposition
and programs?
attract
top teacher talent?
Hiring and Assignment
Does the
the district
district use
ensure
that there is ansystem
effective,
Does
its compensation
to leverage
consistent
and fair
disciplinary
process
across
schools?
high-performing
teachers
to take
on
additional
Do
district policies
encourage
the
most
effectiveallteachers
responsibilities
and extend
to students or
to work in the highest
need reach
schools?
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colleagues?
Individual Attention
Does the hiring timeline and process allow for schools to
Professional Growth
attract top talent?

quality candidates?
Does the professional growth support result in improved
Do
high-need
schools
have
an equal
orUse
higher of teacher
Practice
Resource
practices
for teachers?
Are
evaluation
ratings
an &accurate
assessment
concentration
of
effective
teachers?
performance?
Does the hiring process result in high-quality teacher
hires?
Does the evaluation system result in the ability to
differentiate teachers?

Do schools ensure targeted, integrated, and efficient
socialthe
anddistrict
emotional
Does
retainservices?
a high-performing teaching force
and encourage low performers to leave the system?
Do schools ensure a culture that fosters deep personal
relationships
betweenpractices
studentsresult
and teachers?
Do
district recruiting
in a pool of highquality candidates?
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Do high-need schools have an equal or higher
concentration of effective teachers?
Have schools made cost-effective investments in group
Does
hiring
process
result
in high-quality
teacher
sizeschools
asthea lever
for
individual
attention?
Does the district ensure professional development around Are
implementing
professional
development
hires?
common, cross-district learning needs of teachers?
around common learning needs of teachers that focus on
Instructional Time
specific content as well as pedagogy?
Career Path and Compensation
Does
district
enableinjob-embedded
professional
Is the the
district
investing
enough instructional
time for
Does
the district
leverage the whole value proposition to
development
for teachers?
students?
attract top teacher talent?

Professional Growth
Teaching Effectiveness
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Do
subject
teachers
havewith
individual
growth
plans,
Arecore
master
schedules
aligned
student
learning
Does
the
retain
teaching
force
driven
by district
evaluation
anda high-performing
effectiveness data,
that build
on
needs?
and encourage
low performers
leave theweaknesses?
system?
strengths
and provide
support totoaddress
Does the allocation of instructional time reflect
Does the district ensure
use its compensation
system to leverage Do
teacher professional
principalsofhave
manageable
span
of highest-priority
review?
prioritization
coreaacademics
and
other
high-performing
teachers
to take
on additional
development
and/or
support
at critical
career junctures,
areas?
responsibilities
and remediation,
extend reachand
to students
including
induction,
transitionorto
colleagues?as well as support for additional certification in Have schools given their struggling students sufficient
leadership
time in core?
high-need areas?

Does the professional growth support result in improved
for implementing
teachers? professional development
Does the district ensure professional development around practices
Are schools
Are teachers
organized
teams
that havethat
the focus
needed
common, cross-district learning needs of teachers?
around
common
learninginto
needs
of teachers
on
support content
to deepen
of college and career
specific
as understanding
well as pedagogy?
ready standards and use data to plan and improve
Does the district enable job-embedded professional
Do
core subject teachers have individual growth plans,
instruction?
development for teachers?
driven by evaluation and effectiveness data, that build on
Do schoolsand
assign
teachers
to to
differentiated
roles that
strengths
provide
support
address weaknesses?
extend the reach of highly effective teachers and limit the
Does the district ensure teacher professional
Do
principals
have ateachers?
manageable span of review?
reach
of struggling
development and/or support at critical career junctures,
Do schools assign the most effective teachers to highestincluding induction, remediation, and transition to
priority areas?
leadership as well as support for additional
certification
in
8
high-need areas?
Do teacher teams have adequate collaborative time to
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deepen
of college
and career
Does
theunderstanding
professional growth
support
result inready
improved

Instructional Time
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Is the district investing in enough instructional time for
Are master schedules aligned with student learning
students? KEY QUESTIONS FOR DISTRICT LEADERS
needs?

KEY QUESTIONS FOR DISTRICT
LEADERS
Does the allocation of instructional time reflect

Area/Principle

System Conditions

prioritization of core academics and other highest-priority
Practice & Resource Use
areas?

Have schools given their struggling students sufficient
time in core?

Standards
School Design
Standards
School Culture
Teaching
Effectiveness
Does the district ensure
that topics
of study, curriculum
enable schools
in providing
targeted,
and
instruction
sufficiently
at all grade
levels?
integrated,
and are
efficient
social rigorous
and emotional
services
and programs?

Are
instructional
materials
instructional
Do schools
ensure
targeted,
integrated,
andpractice
efficient
Are
teachers
organized
intoand
teams
that have
the
needed
consistently
rigorous
at
all schools?
social and
emotional
services?
support
to deepen
understanding
of college and career
ready standards and use data to plan and improve
instruction?
Formative Assessments
Does the district ensure that there is an effective,
Do schools ensure a culture that fosters deep personal
consistent and fair disciplinary process across all schools? Do
relationships
between
students
and teachers?
schools assign
teachers
to differentiated
roles that
extend
the reach
of highly
effective
teachers and
and limit the
Does the district ensure that teachers assess student
Are teachers
across
the district
consistently
of struggling
teachers?
progress using assessments that are aligned to rigorous reach
frequently
assessing
student progress and using the
Individual Attention
instructional expectations?
results to refine their instruction?
Do schools assign the most effective teachers to highestpriority
areas? made cost-effective investments in group
Have schools
Teaching
size as a lever for individual attention?
Do teacher teams have adequate collaborative time to
Defining
and Time
Measuring Effectiveness
deepen understanding of college and career ready
Instructional
standards and improve instructional practice?
Does
district
release
clear and
rigorous teacher
Are
evaluation
ratings an
accurate
assessment
of teacher
Is the the
district
investing
in aenough
instructional
time for
Areteacher
master teams
schedules
with
studentand
learning
Do
havealigned
effective
practices
protocols
evaluation
system
that
is
based
on
evidence
and
college
performance?
students?
needs?
to
adjust instruction and improve practice?
and career ready standards?
Does the allocation of instructional time reflect
Capacity
Are core teachers evaluated against the same standards Does
the evaluation
system result
the ability
to
prioritization
of core academics
andinother
highest-priority
at least annually?
differentiate
teachers?
areas?
Does the district provide a menu of school design
Is the district’s
teacher implementation?
evaluation data and process used Have schools given their struggling students sufficient
templates
and support
to support hiring, development, and assignment?
time in core?
Flexibility
Hiring
andEffectiveness
Assignment
Teaching
Do schools have the flexibility to vary designs, including
Do district
policies
encourage
most effective
teachers
Do
recruiting
practices
resultthat
in ahave
poolthe
of highhiring,
staffing,
schedules,
andthe
resource
use, based
on
Aredistrict
teachers
organized
into teams
needed
to work in
the highest
need schools?
quality
student,
teacher,
and school
needs?
supportcandidates?
to deepen understanding of college and career
ready
standards
and use
data
planorand
improve
Does the hiring timeline and process allow for schools to Do
high-need
schools
have
antoequal
higher
Special Populations
instruction?
attract top talent?
concentration of effective teachers?

Career Path and Compensation

Does the district support schools in serving special
education and ELL students, if possible in a general
education setting?
Does the district leverage the whole value proposition to
attract top teacher talent?

Do schools
schools
assign
teachers
to in
differentiated
roles
that
Do
support
special
education
and ELL
students
Does
the hiring
process
result
high-quality
teacher
extend
the
reach
of
highly
effective
teachers
and
limit
the
in
general education setting where possible?
hires?
reach of struggling teachers?
Do schools
assigneducation
the mostservice
effective
teachers
to highestDoes
the special
and
instructional
priorityfocus
areas?
model
on
content
in
addition
to
learning
needs?
Does the district retain a high-performing teaching force

and
encourage
lowhave
performers
to leave
the system?
Do teacher
teams
adequate
collaborative
time to
deepen understanding of college and career ready
Does the district use its compensation system to leverage
standards and improve instructional practice?
high-performing teachers to take on additional
responsibilities and extend reach to students or
Do teacher teams have effective practices and protocols
colleagues?
to adjust instruction and improve practice?
Professional
Growth
Capacity

Friday,
April 21, 2017
Flexibility

Special Populations

Does the district ensure
development
provide professional
a menu of school
design around Are schools implementing professional development
common,
learning needs of teachers?
around common learning needs of teachers that focus on
templates cross-district
and support implementation?
specific content as well as pedagogy?
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Does the district enable job-embedded professional
Do core subject teachers have individual growth plans,
development
for teachers?
driven by evaluation and effectiveness data, that build on
Do schools have
the flexibility to vary designs, including
strengths and provide support to address weaknesses?
hiring, staffing, schedules, and resource use, based on
student,
and school
needs?
Does
theteacher,
district ensure
teacher
professional
development and/or support at critical career junctures,
including induction, remediation, and transition to
leadership as well as support for additional
in
9 certification
Does the district support schools in serving
special
high-need areas?
education and ELL students, if possible in a general
education setting?

Do principals have a manageable span of review?

Do schools support special education and ELL students
in general education setting where possible?
Does the professional growth support result in improved
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KEY QUESTIONS FOR DISTRICT LEADERS
Area/Principle

System Conditions

Practice & Resource Use

Leadership
Standards
Defining
and Measuring Effectiveness
Standards

Does the district use
a clear
rigorous,
Are school
leadermaterials
evaluation
an accurate
ensure
that and
topics
of study,standardscurriculum
instructional
andratings
instructional
practice
based
school leader
evaluationrigorous
system?at all grade levels? assessment
of schoolatleader
performance?
and instruction
are sufficiently
consistently rigorous
all schools?
Formative Assessments
Hiring and Assignment

Teaching

Is the district’s principal evaluation data and process used
to support compensation decisions, hiring, development
and assignment?
Does the district ensure that teachers assess student
progress using assessments that are aligned to rigorous
instructional expectations?
Do district policies encourage the most effective leaders
to work in the highest need schools?

Are teachers across the district consistently and
frequently assessing student progress and using the
results to refine their instruction?
Does the district strategically place its best leaders in the
toughest assignments?

Does the hiring timeline allow for schools to attract top
Defining and Measuring Effectiveness
talent?

Does the recruiting and hiring process result in highquality school leader hires?

Career Path and Compensation Does the district release a clear and rigorous teacher
evaluation system that is based on evidence and college
Does
the district
that school leaders' jobs are
and career
readyensure
standards?
structured to be sustainable and stable through principal
Are coreand
teachers
evaluated
against
the same standards
support
distributed
leadership
models?
at least annually?
Does the district leverage the whole value proposition to
Is the district’s
teacher
attract
top school
leaderevaluation
talent? data and process used
to support hiring, development, and assignment?
Does the district use its compensation system to leverage
Hiring and Assignment
high-performing principals to take on challenging
assignments?
Do district policies encourage the most effective teachers
Professional Growth
to work in the highest need schools?

Are evaluation ratings an accurate assessment of teacher
performance?
Does the district retain high-performing leaders and
encourage low performers to leave the system?
Does the evaluation system result in the ability to
differentiate teachers?

Does the
the district
hiring timeline
process allow
for schools
Does
provideand
high-potential
leaders
with to
attract top operational
talent?
significant
support throughout the school
year?

Does the district provide intensive school leadership
Career Path and Compensation training?

School Support
Integrated Data

Does the district leverage the whole value proposition to
attract top teacher talent?

Do district recruiting practices result in a pool of highquality candidates?
Do high-need
schools
equal or
higher
Does
the district
place have
stronganleaders
and
promising
concentration
of effective
teachers?
potential
leaders
where they
can have the greatest
impact
andhiring
growth?
Does the
process result in high-quality teacher
hires?

Does the district retain a high-performing teaching force
and encourage low performers to leave the system?

Does the district use its compensation system to leverage
Is
data integratedteachers
using a to
system
thatadditional
is easy for
Do these groups use data to drive resource allocation
high-performing
take on
administrators,
teachers,
central
office staff
responsibilities and
extendand
reach
to students
or to access and other decisions?
and
use?
colleagues?
School
Support
and Accountability
Professional
Growth

Service Quality and Efficiency

Are
clear performance
targets for
which schools
the district
vary support
and resource
allocations
Doesthere
the district
ensure professional
development
around Does
Are schools
implementing
professional
development
and
schoolcross-district
leaders are learning
held accountable?
based
school learning
needs? needs of teachers that focus on
common,
needs of teachers?
aroundon
common
specific content as well as pedagogy?
Do the school planning process and calendar allow a
logical
anddistrict
integrated
flow
from planningprofessional
to scheduling to Do core subject teachers have individual growth plans,
Does the
enable
job-embedded
budgeting
to hiring
and staffing?
development
for teachers?
driven by evaluation and effectiveness data, that build on
strengths and provide support to address weaknesses?
Does the district have an effective process for identifying
school
needs?
Does the
district ensure teacher professional
Do principals have a manageable span of review?
development and/or support at critical career junctures,
including induction, remediation, and transition to
leadership as well as support for additional
10 certification in Does the district manage its spending in response to
high-need areas?
changes in key cost drivers (e.g., enrollment or funding
Does the professional growth support result in improved
streams)?

Professional Growth

Version 2.0
Does the district provide high-potential leaders with
Does the district place strong leaders and promising
KEY QUESTIONS
FORtheDISTRICT
LEADERS
significant operational
support throughout
school
potential leaders where they can have the greatest
year?
impact and growth?

KEY QUESTIONS FOR DISTRICT LEADERS

Area/Principle

Does the district provide intensive school leadership
System Conditions
training?

Practice & Resource Use

School
Support
Standards
Integrated
Standards Data

Is
datathe
integrated
using athat
system
is easycurriculum
for
Do
groups materials
use data to
drive
resource practice
allocation
Does
district ensure
topicsthat
of study,
Arethese
instructional
and
instructional
administrators,
and central
office
to access
other decisions?
and instruction teachers,
are sufficiently
rigorous
at allstaff
grade
levels? and
consistently
rigorous at all schools?
and use?
School
Support
and Accountability
Formative
Assessments

Teaching

Are
clear performance
which student
schools
Doesthere
the district
ensure that targets
teachersforassess
and
schoolusing
leaders
are held accountable?
progress
assessments
that are aligned to rigorous
instructional expectations?
Do the school planning process and calendar allow a
logical and integrated flow from planning to scheduling to
budgeting to hiring and staffing?

Defining and Measuring Effectiveness
Does the district have an effective process for identifying
school needs?
Does the district release a clear and rigorous teacher
Service Quality and Efficiency evaluation system that is based on evidence and college
and career ready standards?

Does
the district
varythe
support
resource allocations
Are teachers
across
districtand
consistently
and
based
on school
needs?
frequently
assessing
student progress and using the
results to refine their instruction?

Are evaluation ratings an accurate assessment of teacher
performance?

Are core teachers evaluated against the same standards
at least annually?

Does the district manage its spending in response to
Does theinevaluation
system(e.g.,
resultenrollment
in the ability
changes
key cost drivers
or to
funding
differentiate
teachers?
streams)?

Is the district’s teacher evaluation data and process used
to support hiring, development, and assignment?

Does the district track the costs and service quality for
each central department?

Do district
policiesstrategy
encourage
the mostitseffective
Does
the district's
to improve
lowest teachers
to work in the
highest
need schools?
performing
subset
of schools
include additional funding,
support,
monitoring
the central
office?
Does theand
hiring
timeline from
and process
allow
for schools to

Do district
recruiting
practices
result inits
a pool
of highDoes
the district’s
strategy
to improve
lowest
quality candidates?
performing
subset of schools ensure the following to take
place
across allschools
of those
schools?
Transformational
Do high-need
have
an equal
or higher
leadership,
assembling
expert
teacher
concentration of effective teachers? teams, sufficient
expert instructional support, planning time and targeted
Does theforhiring
process
result
high-quality
teacher
support
students
in need
of inextra
time or tutoring
hires?

Hiring and Assignment
Turnaround

attract top talent?

Career Path and Compensation
Friday, April 21, 2017
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Does the district leverage the whole value proposition to
attract top teacher talent?

Does the district retain a high-performing teaching force
and encourage low performers to leave the system?

Does the district use its compensation system to leverage
high-performing teachers to take on additional
responsibilities and extend reach to students or
colleagues?
Professional Growth

Does the district ensure professional development around Are schools implementing professional development
common, cross-district learning needs of teachers?
around common learning needs of teachers that focus on
specific content as well as pedagogy?
Does the district enable job-embedded professional
development for teachers?

Do core subject teachers have individual growth plans,
driven by evaluation and effectiveness data, that build on
strengths and provide support to address weaknesses?

Does the district ensure teacher professional
development and/or support at critical career junctures,
including induction, remediation, and transition to
leadership as well as support for additional
11 certification in
high-need areas?

Do principals have a manageable span of review?

Does the professional growth support result in improved

KEY QUESTIONS FOR DISTRICT LEADERS

KEY QUESTIONS FOR DISTRICT LEADERS
System Conditions

Practice & Resource Use

Are the district's staffing and funding systems designed to
consistently provide additional resources to students with
greater learning needs?

Does the district consistently provide additional resources
to students with greater learning needs?

Do school plans allow equitable access to programs
across neighborhoods?

Is there equitable access to programs across
neighborhoods?

Area/Principle

Funding & Portfolio
Equity

Portfolio

Does the district have a clear and cost-effective plan for
staffing small (<350) and under-filled schools?
Does the district make full use of existing facilities?

Has the district deliberately created a portfolio of school
types, grade levels, and sizes to meet the needs of the
students in the district?
Transparency

Do school budgets provide a clear picture of how and
where resources are allocated?

Community Engagement
Community Resources
Does the district partner with or support schools in
partnering with community or alternative providers?

Does the school partner with community or alternative
providers?

Does the district encourage and support schools to
partner with parents around meeting student learning
goals?

Does the school partner with parents around meeting
student learning goals?

Family Engagement

Stakeholder Engagement

Does the district engage with the local community around
strategic resource planning?
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System Conditions Metrics
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SYSTEMCONDITIONS
CONDITIONS METRICS
SYSTEM
METRICS
SCORING
Question

Metric

Standards & Instructional Resources

Low

Medium

High

1

2

3

Standards
Does the district ensure that topics of study,
curriculum and instruction are sufficiently
rigorous at all grade levels?

The district provides a curriculum or a curated list of
instructional materials that is aligned with collegeand career-ready standards.

Qualitative

The district provides a template for scope and sequence
of curriculum that is aligned with college- and careerready standards.

Qualitative

The district provides a curated set of formative
assessments that are aligned with college- and
career-ready standards and curricula.

Qualitative

The district ensures that teachers and leaders have timely
access to formative assessment data in an easy-to-use
format.

Qualitative

Formative Assessments
Does the district ensure that teachers assess
student progress using assessments that are
aligned to rigorous instructional expectations?

Teaching

1

2

3

Defining and Measuring Effectiveness

Does the district release a clear and rigorous
teacher evaluation system that is based on
evidence and college- and career-ready
standards?

Are core teachers evaluated against the same
standards at least annually?

The district provides a teaching effectiveness rubric that
reflects subject-specific practices aligned with collegeand career-ready standards.

Qualitative

The district ensures that its evaluation process includes a
variety of different measures, including observations of
practice against college- and career-ready standards and
student outcomes.

Qualitative

The district provides a rubric to evaluate teachers that is
easy to use and understand.

Qualitative

Core teachers are evaluated against the same standards
at least annually.

Qualitative

Percentage of core teachers who have been evaluated.

Less than
95%

Between
95% to
97.5%

School leaders and other evaluators are supported and
held accountable for timely, accurate, and rigorous
evaluations to support teachers in improving practice.

Qualitative

The district ensures that school leaders and other teacher
evaluators have easy access to teaching effectiveness
factors as well as contextual factors (e.g., teaching load,
course assignment, and student measures that are not
included in the outcomes calculation).

Qualitative

School leaders use evaluation measures to support and
develop all teachers, retaining and promoting strong
performers.

Qualitative

Do district policies encourage the most
effective teachers to work in the highestneed schools?

District policies encourage the most effective teachers to
work in the highest-need schools.

Qualitative

Does the hiring timeline and process allow for
schools to attract top talent?

Percentage of teaching vacancies
that have been filled
14
three months prior to the start of the school year.

Is the district’s teacher evaluation data and
process used to support hiring, development,
and assignment?

More than
97.5%

Hiring and Assignment

The district tracks its teacher candidate sources to ensure

Less than
50%

50% to 80%

Qualitative

More than
80%

held accountable for timely, accurate, and rigorous
evaluations to support teachers in improving practice.

process used to support hiring, development,
and assignment?

The district ensures that school leaders and other teacher

Qualitative

course assignment, and student measures that are not
included in the outcomes calculation).

SCORING

evaluators
have easy
access to teaching
effectiveness
SYSTEM
CONDITIONS
METRICS
SYSTEM
CONDITIONS
METRICS
factors as well as contextual factors (e.g., teaching load,

Question

Metric

School leaders use evaluation measures to support and
develop all teachers, retaining and promoting strong
performers.

Teaching

Low

Medium

High

1

2

3

Qualitative

Hiring and
Career
PathAssignment
and Compensation
Do district
policies
encourage
the most
Does
the district
leverage
the whole
value
effective teachers
to work
in the highestproposition
to attract
top teacher
talent?
need schools?
Does the hiring timeline and process allow for
schools to attract top talent?

District
policies
encourage
the most
teachers
The
district
leverages
the whole
valueeffective
proposition
to to
work intop
thetalent
highest-need
schools.
attract
for teachers.
Teacher salary is competitive with surrounding districts
SYSTEM
METRICS
Percentage
of CONDITIONS
teaching
vacancies that have
been filled
and
other local
job opportunities.

Question

Teaching

three months prior to the start of the school year.
Benefit levels and structures are in line with local private
sector
employers.
The district
tracks its teacher candidate sources to ensure
Metric
quality and diversity of pipeline.
Ratio of a salary for teachers with 10 years experience
and
a master's
degreearetofilled
surrounding
districts'
average
Teachers
vacancies
by mutual
consent
(as
salary.
opposed to forced placement).

Qualitative
Qualitative

Less than
50%

Low

Percentage of maximum salary that teachers can earn by
The district leverages the whole value proposition to
year ten.
attract top talent for teachers.

Does the district use its compensation system
to leverage high-performing teachers to take on
Friday, April
21, 2017 and extend reach to
additional
responsibilities
students or colleagues?

Teacher salary is competitive with surrounding districts
Effective teachers receive differential compensation for
and other local job opportunities.
taking on additional responsibilities, more challenging
assignments,
teachingare
in ainsubject
or local
specialty
Benefit levels and/or
and structures
line with
private
where
market commands a higher salary.
sector the
employers.
District
structurewith
and10career
provide
Ratio ofcompensation
a salary for teachers
yearspaths
experience
opportunities
fordegree
teachers
to pursue multiple
leadership
and a master's
to surrounding
districts'
average
paths.
salary.

Underperforming teachers are not eligible for
compensation
Percentage of increases.
maximum salary that teachers can earn by
year 10.
Percentage of annual total spend on teacher salary tied to
increased responsibility, assignment or performance.
Effective teachers receive differential compensation for
Does the district use its compensation system
Ratio of percent of teacher leadership positions
to leverage high-performing teachers to take on taking on additional responsibilities, more challenging
(academic) held by teachers rated less than effective to
assignments, and/or teaching in a subject or specialty
additional responsibilities and extend reach to
percent of teachers who are rated less than effective.
where the market commands a higher salary.
students or colleagues?
Professional Growth
District compensation structure and career paths provide
opportunities
for teachers
to pursue
multiple leadership
The
district ensures
professional
development
around
Does the district ensure professional
paths. cross-district t learning needs of teachers that is
common,
development around common, cross-district
focused on teaching specific content, not just general
learning needs of teachers?
Underperforming teachers are not eligible for
pedagogy.
compensation increases.
Difference between annual teacher days and annual
Percentage of annual total spend on teacher salary tied to
student days.
increased responsibility, assignment, or performance.
The district ensures that professional development is jobDoes the district enable job-embedded
Ratio of percent of teacher leadership positions
embedded with expert support to improve instruction.
professional development for teachers?
(academic) held by teachers rated less than effective to
percent
of teachers
are ratedhave
lessmultiyear
than effective.
The
district
ensures who
that schools
professional
development
plans
that
are
based on specific
Professional Growth
staff and school needs.
The district ensures professional development around
Does the district ensure professional
Contractual CPT minutes per week.
common, cross-district learning needs of teachers that is
development around common, cross-district
focused on teaching specific content, not just general
learning needs of teachers?
pedagogy.
The
district ensures teacher professional development
Does the district ensure teacher professional
and/or support at critical career junctures, including
development and/or support at critical career
Difference between annual teacher days and annual
remediation, and transition to leadership, as
junctures, including induction, remediation, and induction,
student days.
well as support for additional certification in high-need
transition to leadership as well as support for
areas.
additional
certification
in job-embedded
high-need areas?
The district ensures that professional development is jobDoes the district
enable
embedded with expert support to improve instruction.
professional development for teachers?
The district offers additional15teacher professional
development
resources
support
at schools with a
The district ensures
thatand/or
schools
have multiyear
high
concentration
of new or
low-performing
teachers.
professional
development
plans
that are based
on specific

SCORING
Qualitative
Qualitative
Medium

More than
80%

High

Less than
0.8

Between 0.8
and
or
Qualitative
20.9than
greater
1.1

Between 0.9
and 1.1

Less than
50%

Between
Qualitative
50% and
75%
Qualitative
Qualitative

More than
75%

1

Career Path and Compensation
Does the district leverage the whole value
proposition to attract top teacher talent?

Qualitative
50% to 80%

Qualitative
Less than
0.8

Less than
50%
Less than
5%

Greater
than 3

Qualitative
Between
0.8
and 0.9 or
greater than
1.1
Qualitative
Between
50% and
Between
75%
5% to 15%
Qualitative
Between 3
and 1.5

3
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Between 0.9
and 1.1

More than
75%
More than
15%

Less than 3

Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative

Less than 10 Between 10
Less than
Between
and 12
5%
5% to 15%
Qualitative
Greater
Between 3
than 3
and 1.5
Qualitative
Qualitative
Less than 45 Between 45
and 90

Greater than
More than
12
15%
Less than 3

Greater than
90

Qualitative

Less than 10 Between 10
and 12
Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative

Greater than
12

opportunities for teachers to pursue multiple leadership
paths.
Underperforming teachers are not eligible for

Qualitative

SYSTEMCONDITIONS
CONDITIONS METRICS
SYSTEM
METRICS
compensation
increases.
Percentage of annual total spend on teacher salary tied to
increased responsibility, assignment, or performance.

Question

Metric

Ratio of percent of teacher leadership positions
(academic) held by teachers rated less than effective to
percent of teachers who are rated less than effective.

Teaching

Less than
5%

Between
SCORING

Greater
than 3

Between 3
and 1.5

Low

1

5% to 15%

Medium

2

More than
15%

High

Less than 3

3

Career
Path and
Compensation
Professional
Growth
The district leverages
the whole value
proposition
to
ensures professional
development
around
attract
topcross-district
talent for teachers.
common,
learning needs of teachers that is
focused on teaching specific content, not just general
Teacher salary is competitive with surrounding districts
pedagogy.
and other local job opportunities.
Difference between annual teacher days and annual
Benefit
student levels
days. and structures are in line with local private
sector employers.
The district ensures that professional development is jobRatio
of a salary
for teachers
10 yearsinstruction.
experience
embedded
with expert
supportwith
to improve
and a master's degree to surrounding districts' average
salary.
The district ensures that schools have multiyear
professional development plans that are based on specific
staff and school needs.
Percentage of maximum salary that teachers can earn by
year
ten. CPT minutes per week.
Contractual

Does the district leverage
the whole value
ensure professional
proposition
attract top
teachercross-district
talent?
developmenttoaround
common,
learning needs of teachers?

Does the district enable job-embedded
professional development for teachers?

Does the district ensure
use its compensation
system
teacher professional
to
leverage high-performing
take on
development
and/or support teachers
at criticaltocareer
additional
and extend
reach and
to
junctures, responsibilities
including induction,
remediation,
students
transitionor
to colleagues?
leadership as well as support for
additional certification in high-need areas?

Effective
teachers
differential
compensation
for
The district
ensuresreceive
teacher
professional
development
taking
additional
responsibilities,
more challenging
and/or on
support
at critical
career junctures,
including
assignments,
and/or teaching
in a subject
or specialty
induction, remediation,
and transition
to leadership,
as
where
market
a higher salary.
well asthe
support
forcommands
additional certification
in high-need
areas.
District compensation structure and career paths provide
opportunities
for teachers
to teacher
pursue multiple
leadership
The district offers
additional
professional
paths.
development resources and/or support at schools with a
high concentration of new Metric
or low-performing teachers.
Underperforming teachers are not eligible for
compensation increases.

Qualitative
Qualitative
Less than 10 Between 10
Qualitative
and 12
Less than
0.8

Less than
Between
50% and45
Less50%
than 45 Between
75%90
and

School Design
School Culture
Does the district enable schools in providing
targeted, integrated, and efficient social and
emotional services and programs?
Professional Growth
Does the district ensure that there is an
Does the consistent
district ensure
effective,
and professional
fair disciplinary
development
common, cross-district
process
acrossaround
all schools?
learning needs of teachers?
Friday, AprilTime
21, 2017
Instructional

Percentage of annual total spend on teacher salary tied to
increased responsibility, assignment or performance.

The
provides
supportleadership
including personnel,
Ratiodistrict
of percent
of teacher
positions
curriculum,
development,
(academic) professional
held by teachers
rated lessand
thanexternal
effective to
resources
schoolswho
to help
services
percent of to
teachers
are them
rated provide
less thanSEL
effective.
and programs.

Annual
student
hours.
Difference
between
annual teacher days and annual
student days.

Does the district enable job-embedded
professional development for teachers?

The district ensures that professional development is jobAnnual
student
schools
the lowest
embedded
with hours
expertfor
support
to ranked
improveininstruction.
state performance category.
The district ensures that schools have multiyear
professional development plans that are based on specific
Ratio
of total
school
hours in the lowest math and ELA
staff and
school
needs.
performance school quartile to total school hours in the
Contractual
per week. school quartile.
highest
mathCPT
and minutes
ELA performance

Does the district ensure teacher professional
development and/or support at critical career
junctures, including induction, remediation, and
Capacity
transition to leadership as well as support for
additional certification in high-need areas?
Does the district provide a menu of school
design templates and support implementation?

Ratio of total school hours in the highest-poverty school
The district
ensures
development
quartile
to total
schoolteacher
hours professional
in the lowest-poverty
and/or
support
at
critical
career
junctures,
including
school quartile.
induction, remediation, and transition to leadership, as
well as support for additional certification in high-need
areas.
The district provides schools with a menu of school design
16teacher
templates
building
blocks
(schedule,
staffing and
The districtand
offers
additional
professional
teacher
team configurations,
student
groupings,
and
development
resources and/or
support
at schools
with a
interventions)
so each
school
can use the template
that is
high concentration
of new
or low-performing
teachers.

More than
75%than
Greater
90

Qualitative

SCORING
Qualitative
Low

1

Medium

Qualitative

2

High

3

Less than
5%

Between
5% to 15%

More than
15%

Greater
than 3

Qualitative3
Between
and 1.5

Less than 3

The district ensures that there is an effective, consistent
The fair
district
ensuresprocess
professional
development
around
and
disciplinary
across
all schools with
common,
cross-district
policies
and
monitoring.t learning needs of teachers that is
focused on teaching specific content, not just general
pedagogy.

Is the district investing in enough instructional
time for students?

Between 0.9
and 1.1

Qualitative

SYSTEM CONDITIONS METRICS

Question

Qualitative
Between 0.8
and 0.9 or
greater
than
Qualitative
1.1

Greater than
12

Qualitative
Qualitative
Page 2 of 7
Lessthan
than10 Between
Between10
Less
1150
1150
andand
12
1276
Qualitative
Less than
Between
1150
1150 and
Qualitative
1450

Greater
Greater than
than
1276
12

Less than 1

Greater than
1.2
Greater than
90
Greater than
1.2

Between 1
and 1.2
Less than 45 Between 45
and 90
Less than 1 Between 1
Qualitative
and 1.2

Qualitative
Qualitative

Greater than
1450

1276
Annual student hours for schools ranked in the lowest
state performance category.

Less than
1150

Ratio of total school hours in the lowest math and ELA
performance school quartile to total school hours in the
highest math and ELA performance school quartile.

Less than 1

Ratio of total school hours in the highest-poverty school
quartile to total school hours in the lowest-poverty
school quartile.

Less than 1

SYSTEM
CONDITIONS METRICS
SYSTEM
CONDITIONS
METRICS
Question

School Design
School
Culture
Capacity
Does
Does the
the district
district enable
provideschools
a menuinofproviding
school
targeted,
integrated,
and
efficient
social and
design templates and support
implementation?
emotional services and programs?
Does the district ensure that there is an
effective, consistent and fair disciplinary
process across all schools?
Instructional Time
Is the district investing in enough instructional
Flexibility
time for students?
Do schools have the flexibility to vary designs,
including hiring, staffing, schedules, and
resource use, based on student, teacher, and
school needs?

Metric

Does the district provide a menu of school
design templates and support implementation?

Special Populations
Does the district support schools in serving
special education and ELL students, if
Flexibility
possible in a general education setting?
Do schools have the flexibility to vary designs,
including hiring, staffing, schedules, and
resource use, based on student, teacher, and
school needs?

Friday, April 21, 2017

Special Populations

1

The
personnel,
The district
district provides
provides support
schools including
with a menu
of school design
curriculum,
professional
development,
andstaffing
external
templates and building blocks (schedule,
and
resources
to schools
to help them
provide
SEL services
teacher team
configurations,
student
groupings,
and
and
programs.so each school can use the template that is
interventions)

removing policy barriers, and providing transition
resources.
Annual student hours.

Schools have flexibility over how they spend their budget,
including
class size
canlowest
trade staff
Annual
student
hoursand
forstaffing
schoolsratios,
rankedand
in the
positions,
positions
for
$,
and
$
for
positions.
state performance category.

Schools have the flexibility to make schedule changes
without a contract renegotiation or a full faculty vote.
The district provides schools with a menu of school design
Schools have
flexibility
to focus
professional
templates
and the
building
blocks
(schedule,
staffing and
development
time
and
budget
in
high-priority
areas.
teacher team configurations, student groupings,
and
interventions)
school
the template
Schools have so
theeach
flexibility
to can
varyuse
special
educationthat is
the
bestand
match
for its priorities
and
service
instructional
models
asinstructional
long as theydesigns.
meet IEP
requirements.
The district supports schools in the implementation of
templates and building blocks, including providing training,
removing policy barriers, and providing transition
The district regularly monitors special education
resources.
placement trends to help avoid over identification.

Greater than
1450

Between 1

Greater than
1.2

SCORING
and 1.2
Medium

Between 1
and 1.2

2

High

Greater than
1.2

3

Qualitative
Qualitative

the best
match
for itsthat
priorities
designs.
The
district
ensures
there isand
an instructional
effective, consistent
and
fair
disciplinary
process
across
all
schools
with
The district supports schools in the implementation of
policies
andand
monitoring.
templates
building blocks, including providing training,

Schools
haveschool
the flexibility
hirelowest
teachers
skills
Ratio
of total
hours intothe
Mathwhose
and ELA
and expertiseschool
matchquartile
school and
student
needs.
performance
to total
school
hours in the
highest
performance
school teams,
quartile.
SchoolsMath
haveand
the ELA
flexibility
to vary teacher
assignments,
and schedules
withhighest
data support
order to
Ratio
of total school
hours in the
povertyinschool
provide to
time
forschool
collaboration
to
quartile
total
hours inand
thematch
lowestresources
poverty school
student
needs.
quartile.
Capacity

Low

Between
1150 and
1450

Qualitative
Qualitative

Less than
1150

Between
1150 and
1276
Qualitative

Greater than
1276

Less than
1150

Between
1150 and
1450

Greater than
1450

Less than 1

Qualitative
Between
1
and 1.2

Greater than
1.2

Less than 1

Qualitative
Between 1
and 1.2

Greater than
1.2

Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative

Qualitative

Schools have flexibility over how they spend their budget,
including class size and staffing ratios, and can trade staff
positions, positions for $, and $ for positions.

Qualitative

Schools have the flexibility to hire teachers whose skills
and expertise match school and student needs.

Qualitative

Schools have the flexibility to vary teacher teams,
assignments, and schedules with data support in order to
provide time for collaboration and match resources to
student needs.

Qualitative

Schools have the flexibility to make schedule changes
without a contract renegotiation or a full faculty vote.

Qualitative

Schools have the flexibility to focus professional
development time and budget in high-priority areas.

Qualitative

Schools have the flexibility to vary special education
service and instructional models
17 as long as they meet IEP
requirements.

Qualitative
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SCORING
Question

Metric

Leadership

Low

Medium

High

1

2

3

Defining and Measuring Effectiveness
Does the district use a clear and rigorous,
standards-based school leader evaluation
system?

The district evaluates principals on clear practice
standards defining good leadership that reflect current
research and evidence on practices that improve teaching
effectiveness and student learning.

Qualitative

Is the district’s principal evaluation data and
process used to support compensation
decisions, hiring, development and
assignment?

The district uses evaluations to determine compensation
and/or new job responsibilities as well as appropriate
levels of training and support.

Qualitative

School leader evaluators are supported and held
accountable for timely, accurate, and rigorous evaluations
to support school leaders in improving practice.

Qualitative

Do district policies encourage the most
effective leaders to work in the highest need
schools?

District policies encourage the most effective school
leaders to work in the highest-need schools.

Qualitative

Does the hiring timeline allow for schools to
attract top talent?

Percentage of school leader vacancies that have been
filled 3 months prior to the start of the school year.

Hiring and Assignment

Less than
50%

50% to 80%

More than
80%

Career Path and Compensation
The district ensures that school leaders' jobs are
Does the district ensure that school leaders'
jobs are structured to be sustainable and stable structured to be sustainable and stable through principal
support and distributed leadership models.
through principal support and distributed
leadership models?
Average number of different principals in each school over
the last three consecutive HR snapshots.
Does the district leverage the whole value
proposition to attract top school leader talent?

Percentage of teachers earning greater than 75% of
average principal compensation.

Qualitative

Greater
than 1.5

Between 1.2
and 1.5

Less than 1.2

More than
25%

10% to 25%

Less than
10%

The district leverages the whole value proposition to
attract top talent for principals.

Qualitative

Underperforming leaders are not eligible for compensation
increases.

Qualitative

Effective leaders receive differential compensation for
taking on additional responsibilities or more challenging
assignments.

Qualitative

Does the district provide high-potential leaders
with significant operational support throughout
the school year?

The district strategically identifies potential leaders and
offers professional development and support to create
pathways to leadership.

Qualitative

Does the district provide intensive school
leadership training?

The district ensures intensive school leadership training
matched to developmental needs throughout a career.

Qualitative

Does the district use its compensation system
to leverage high-performing principals to take
on challenging assignments?

Professional Growth

School Support

1

2

Integrated Data
Is data integrated using a system that is easy
for administrators, teachers, and central office
staff to access and use?

The district integrates student, teacher, and resource data
in a system that is easy for administrators, teachers, and
central office staff to access and use.

18

Qualitative

3

on challenging assignments?

assignments.

Professional Growth
Does the district provide high-potential leaders
with significant operational support throughout
the school year?

Does the district provide intensive school
leadership training?Question

School Support
Integrated
Data and Accountability
School
Support

Question

The district strategically identifies potential leaders and

Qualitative

SYSTEM
CONDITIONS
METRICS
SYSTEM
CONDITIONS
METRICS
offers
professional
development and support
to create
pathways to leadership.

The district ensures intensive school leadership training
matched to developmentalMetric
needs throughout a career.

SYSTEM CONDITIONS METRICS
Metric

SCORING
Low

1
Low

Qualitative

Medium

High

2

3

Medium

High

2

3

SCORING

Is data
integrated
using a system
that
easy
Are
there
clear performance
targets
foriswhich
for administrators,
andheld
central office
schools
and schoolteachers,
leaders are
School
Support
staff to access
and use?
accountable?

The district
district ensures
integrates
student,
and targets
resource
The
that
schoolsteacher,
have clear
fordata
in a system that
easy forresource
administrators,
performance
andiseffective
use. teachers, and
central office staff to access and use.

School Support and Accountability

There is a continuum of clear consequences and rewards
for schools and school leaders for consistently meeting,
The district ensures that schools have clear targets for
exceeding, and falling short of expectations that include
performance and effective resource use.
additional support, additional autonomy, leadership and
staff changes, and school closure.
There
is a continuum
of clearand
consequences
andarewards
The
school
planning process
calendar allow
logical
for
schools
and
school
leaders
for
consistently
and integrated flow from planning to schedulingmeeting,
to
exceeding,toand
falling
of expectations that include
budgeting
hiring
andshort
staffing.
additional support, additional autonomy, leadership and
staff changes, and school closure.
The district has a system for identifying areas of
The school planning process and calendar allow a logical
instructional need in each school.
and integrated flow from planning to scheduling to
budgeting
hiring
and staffing.
The
districttohas
an effective
method for evaluating student
needs at each school.

Qualitative

The district
district has
has an
a system
formethod—that
identifying areas
of
The
effective
is integrated
instructional
need in each
school.
into
the school-planning
process—for
evaluating whether
school practices reflect a clear understanding of student
The district has an effective method for evaluating student
needs,
and the skills and capacity of school-based staff.
needs at each school.
The district has a systematic way to assess school
The district has an effective method—that is integrated
performance at each school.
into the school-planning process—for evaluating whether
school practices reflect a clear understanding of student
needs, and the skills and capacity of school-based staff.
The district’s deliberate strategy to improve its lowest
The districtsubset
has a systematic
to assess
school
performing
of schools way
consists
of additional
performance
at each
funding,
support,
and school.
monitoring from the central office.

Qualitative

Are there clear performance targets for which
schools and school leaders are held
accountable?

Do the school planning process and calendar
allow a logical and integrated flow from
planning to scheduling to budgeting to hiring
and staffing?
Does the district have an effective process for
Do the school planning process and calendar
identifying school needs?
allow a logical and integrated flow from
planning to scheduling to budgeting to hiring
and staffing?
Friday, April 21, 2017
Does the district have an effective process for
identifying school needs?

Turnaround
Does the district's strategy to improve its
lowest performing subset of schools include
additional funding, support, and monitoring
from
the central office?
Turnaround
Does the district's strategy to improve its
Funding

lowest performing subset of schools include
Equity
additional funding, support, and monitoring
from the central office?
Are the district's staffing and funding systems
designed to consistently provide additional
Funding
& Portfolio
resources
to students
with greater learning
needs?
Equity
Are the district's staffing and funding systems
designed to consistently provide additional
resources to students with greater learning
needs?

The district’s deliberate strategy to improve its lowest
performing subset of schools consists of additional
funding, support, and monitoring from the central office.

The district tracks total expenditures for each school and
ensures that resources are allocated equitably across
schools, adjusting for student and school needs.

1

Qualitative
Qualitative

Qualitative

Qualitative
Qualitative

Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative

Qualitative

Qualitative
Qualitative

Qualitative
Qualitative

1

1

Qualitative
2

Qualitative

2

The
staffing
andexpenditures
funding system
is designed
to
The district's
district tracks
total
for each
school and
provide
additional
resources
to
students
with
greater
ensures that resources are allocated equitably across
learning
schools,needs.
adjusting for student and school needs.

Qualitative
Qualitative

The district's staffing and funding system is designed to
provide additional resources to students with greater
learning needs.

Qualitative

19
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3

3

The district has a systematic way to assess school
performance at each school.

Turnaround
Does the district's strategy to improve its
lowest performing subset of schools include
additional funding, support, and monitoring
Question
Question
from the central office?

Qualitative

SYSTEM
CONDITIONS
METRICS
SYSTEM
CONDITIONS METRICS
SYSTEM
CONDITIONS
METRICS
The district’s deliberate strategy to improve its lowest
performing subset of schools consists of additional
funding, support, and monitoring from the central office.

Metric
Metric

Funding & Portfolio
Funding

Qualitative

SCORING
SCORING
Low
Low

Medium
Medium

High
High

1

2

3

Portfolio
Equity
Portfolio
Doschool
school
plansallow
allowequitable
equitable
access
to
Are
the district's
staffing
and funding
systems
Do
plans
access
to
programs
across
neighborhoods?
designed
to
consistently
provide
additional
programs across neighborhoods?
resources to students with greater learning
needs?

Students
requiring
specialized
programming
(e.g.,
gifted,
The
district
tracks total
expenditures
for each(e.g.,
school
and
Students
requiring
specialized
programming
gifted,
ELL,
SPED,
etc.)
are
assigned
to
schools
in
a
way
that
ensures
that
resources
are
allocated
equitably
across
ELL, SPED, etc.) are assigned to schools in a way that
balancesadjusting
cost, quality,
quality,
and equity
equity
concerns.
schools,
for student
andconcerns.
school needs.
balances
cost,
and

Student assignment
assignment strategy
strategy takes
takes into
into account
account student
student
Student
demographics.
The
district's
staffing
and
funding
system
is
designed
to
demographics.
provide
additional
resources
to
students
with
greater
Ratio of
of per-pupil
per-pupil funding
funding at
at schools
schools with
with enrollment
enrollment << 350
350
Doesthe
thedistrict
districthave
haveaaclear
clear and
and cost-effective
cost-effective Ratio
Does
learning
needs.
to
the
district
average.
plan
for
staffing
small
(<350)
and
under-filled
to the district average.
plan for staffing small (<350) and under-filled
schools?
schools?
Do principals at small (<350) schools have the flexibility to
Do principals at small (<350) schools have the flexibility to
maximize their use of resources?
maximize their use of resources?
Percentage of schools operating at less than 85% student
Does the district make full use of existing
Percentage of schools operating at less than 85% student
Does the district make full use of existing
capacity.
facilities?
capacity.
facilities?
The district has deliberately created a portfolio of school
Has the district deliberately created a portfolio The
district has deliberately created a portfolio of school
Has the district deliberately created a portfolio
governance types and decision models (e.g., charter,
of school types, grade levels, and sizes to meet governance
types and decision models (e.g., charter,
of school types, grade levels, and sizes to meet
autonomy) to reflect district capacity and to meet the
the needs of the students in the district?
autonomy) to reflect district capacity and to meet the
the needs of the students in the district?
needs of the students in the district.
needs of the students in the district.
The district calculates the cost of different school types
The district calculates the cost of different school types
and has a clear plan for staffing small and specialty
and has a clear plan for staffing small and specialty
schools to balance access and program needs with costschools to balance access and program needs with costeffectiveness.
effectiveness.
PreK students as a percentage of kindergarten students.
PreK students as a percentage of kindergarten students.

Friday, April 21, 2017

Transparency
Transparency
Do school budgets provide a clear picture of
Do
budgets
provide are
a clear
picture of
howschool
and where
resources
allocated?
how and where resources are allocated?

Percentage of schools with an average grade size less
Percentage of schools with an average grade size less
than 45 (in elementary schools) and less than 125 (in
than 45 (in elementary schools) and less than 125 (in
secondary schools).
secondary schools).
The district has deliberately created a portfolio of school
The district has deliberately created a portfolio of school
program offerings (e.g., magnet, academy, specialized
program offerings (e.g., magnet, academy, specialized
programming, themed schools) to meet the needs of the
programming, themed schools) to meet the needs of the
students in the district.
students in the district.
The district has deliberately created a portfolio of school
The district has deliberately created a portfolio of school
grade levels and sizes to meet the needs of the students
grade levels and sizes to meet the needs of the students
in the district.
in the district.
School opening and closing decisions support long-term
School opening and closing decisions support long-term
portfolio goals.
portfolio goals.
The district proactively balances the number of seats by
The
district proactively
balances
number
by
deliberately
reducing the
numberthe
of seats
at of
oneseats
school
deliberately
reducing
the
number
of
seats
at
one
school
when seats are added at another.
when seats are added at another.

Percentage of total district operating expenses reported
Percentage
of total district operating expenses reported
on school budgets.
on school budgets.
The district presents school budgets internally and
The
districtinpresents
internally and
externally
a formatschool
that is budgets
easy to understand
and
externally
in
a
format
that
is
easy
to
understand
and
compare across schools and that includes all funding
compare
sources. across schools and that includes all funding
sources.
The funding formulas that govern the staff and resources
The
formulas
governshared
the staffand
andunderstood.
resources
that funding
each school
gets that
are widely
that each school gets are widely shared and understood.

20

Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative
Greater
Greater
than 1.2
1.2
than

Between 1.2
1.2
Between
and
1.05
and 1.05

Less than
than
Less
1.05
1.05

Qualitative
Qualitative
More than
More than
50%
50%

50% to 20%
50% to 20%

Less than
Less than
20%
20%

Qualitative
Qualitative

Qualitative
Qualitative

Less than
Less than
30%
30%
More than
More than
20%
20%

30% to 75%
30% to 75%
10% to 20%
10% to 20%

More than
More than
75%
75%
Less than
Less than
10%
10%

Qualitative
Qualitative

Qualitative
Qualitative
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Qualitative
Qualitative

Qualitative
Qualitative

Less than
Less
than
60%
60%

60% to 75%
60% to 75%
Qualitative
Qualitative

Qualitative
Qualitative

More than
More
than
75%
75%

Turnaround
Does the district's strategy to improve its
lowest performing subset of schools include
additional funding, support, and monitoring
from the central office?
Question

programming, themed schools) to meet the needs of the
students
in the
The district
hasdistrict.
a systematic way to assess school
performance at each school.
The district has deliberately created a portfolio of school
grade levels and sizes to meet the needs of the students
SYSTEM CONDITIONS METRICS
in the district.
The district’s deliberate strategy to improve its lowest
School
opening
andofclosing
long-term
performing
subset
schoolsdecisions
consists support
of additional
portfolio
funding, goals.
support, and monitoring from the central office.

Qualitative

Qualitative

SYSTEM CONDITIONS METRICS
Metric

The district proactively balances the number of seats by
deliberately reducing the number of seats at one school
when seats are added at another.

Funding & Portfolio
Funding

Qualitative

Qualitative
SCORING

Low

Qualitative

Medium

High

11

22

33

Less than
60%

Qualitative
60%
to 75%
Qualitative

More than
75%

Equity
Transparency
Portfolio
Areschool
the district's
staffing
anda funding
systems
Do
school
budgets
provide
clear
picture
Do
plans
allow
equitable
access
to of
designed
to
consistently
provide
additional
how
and
where
resources
are
allocated?
programs across neighborhoods?
resources to students with greater learning
needs?

The district
tracks
expenditures
for each(e.g.,
school
and
Percentage
of totaltotal
district
operating
expenses
reported
Students
requiring
specialized
programming
gifted,
ensures
that
resources
are
allocated
equitably
across
on
school
budgets.
ELL, SPED, etc.) are assigned to schools in a way that
schools, adjusting
for student
andconcerns.
school needs.
balances
cost,
quality,
and equity
The district
presents
school
budgets
internally and

externally
in a formatstrategy
that is easy
understand
and
Student
assignment
takestointo
account student
The district's
staffing
andand
funding
compare
across
schools
that system
includesisalldesigned
funding to
demographics.
provide additional resources to students with greater
sources.
of per-pupil
Does the district have a clear and cost-effective Ratio
learning
needs. funding at schools with enrollment < 350
toThe
thefunding
district formulas
average.that govern the staff and resources
plan for staffing small (<350) and under-filled
Question
Metricshared and understood.
that
each
school
gets are widely
schools?

Qualitative
Qualitative
Qualitative

SYSTEM CONDITIONS METRICS

Community Engagement
Community Resources
Does the district make full use of existing
facilities?
Does the district partner with or support
schools in partnering with community or
Has the district deliberately created a portfolio
alternative providers?
of school types, grade levels, and sizes to meet
the needs of the students in the district?

Do principals at small (<350) schools have the flexibility to
maximize their use of resources?

Percentage of schools operating at less than 85% student
capacity.
The district partners, or supports schools in partnering,
with community providers to offer enrichment and social
The district has deliberately created a portfolio of school
services support in a way that best meets the needs of the
governance types and decision models (e.g., charter,
district.
autonomy) to reflect district capacity and to meet the
needs
of thepartners,
studentsor
in supports
the district.
The district
schools in partnering,
with community or alternative providers to offer non-core
The district calculates the cost of different school types
instruction in a way that best meets the needs of the
and has a clear plan for staffing small and specialty
district.
schools to balance access and program needs with costeffectiveness.
The district partners, or supports schools in partnering,
with community or alternative providers to offer
PreK students as a percentage of kindergarten students.
professional development, academic support, or other
Friday, April 21, 2017
services in a way that best meets the needs of the district.
Percentage
of schools with an average grade size less
Family Engagement
than 45 (in elementary schools) and less than 125 (in
secondary
The districtschools).
encourages and supports schools to partner
Does the district encourage and support
schools to partner with parents around meeting with parents around meeting student learning goals.
The district has deliberately created a portfolio of school
student learning goals?
program offerings (e.g., magnet, academy, specialized
programming, themed schools) to meet the needs of the
Stakeholder Engagement
students in the district.
The district engages the local community around strategic
Does
the
district
engage
with
the
local
Friday, April 21, 2017
districtuse
hasplanning.
deliberately created a portfolio of school
resource
community around strategic resource planning? The
grade levels and sizes to meet the needs of the students
in the district.

Greater
than 1.2

SCORING
Between
1.2
Qualitative
and 1.05

Less than
1.05

1

Qualitative
2

3

More than
50%

50% to 20%
Qualitative

Less than
20%

Low

Medium

High

Qualitative
Qualitative

Qualitative
Qualitative

Less than
30%

30% to 75%

More than
Page
6 of 7
75%

More than
20%

10% to 20%

Less than
10%

Qualitative

Qualitative

Qualitative
Qualitative

School opening and closing decisions support long-term
portfolio goals.

Qualitative

The district proactively balances the number of seats by
deliberately reducing the number of seats at one school
when seats are added at another.

Qualitative

Page 5 of 7

Transparency

Do school budgets provide a clear picture of
how and where resources are allocated?

Percentage of total district operating expenses reported
on school budgets.

Less than
60%

60% to 75%

The district presents school budgets internally and
externally in a format that is easy to understand and
compare across schools and that includes all funding
sources.

Qualitative

The funding formulas that govern the staff and resources
that each school gets are widely shared and understood.

Qualitative

21

More than
75%

SYSTEM CONDITIONS METRICS

Practice and
Resource Use Metrics

22

Version 2.0

PRACTICE AND RESOURCE USE METRICS

PRACTICE AND RESOURCE USE METRICS
SCORING
Question

Metric

Standards & Instructional Resources

Low

Medium

High

1

2

3

Standards
Are instructional materials and instructional
practice consistently rigorous at all schools?

Across all schools, school leaders ensure that grade
level college- and caree- ready standards-based
instruction takes place consistently within their schools.

Qualitative

Across all schools, curriculum is consistently aligned
with college- and career-ready standards.

Qualitative

There is equal access to advanced courses across all
schools in the district.

Qualitative

Teachers use formative assessments consistently and
frequently to assess their students' progress and to refine
their instruction accordingly.

Qualitative

Formative Assessments
Are teachers across the district consistently
and frequently assessing student progress and
using the results to refine their instruction?

Teaching

1

2

3

Greater
than 3.5

Between 3.5
and 1.5

Less than 1.5

Defining and Measuring Effectiveness
Are evaluation ratings an accurate assessment
of teacher performance?

Ratio of percentage of math and ELA teachers rated
effective or higher to percentage of students with higher
than state average growth in math and ELA.

Evaluation ratings are an accurate assessment of teacher
performance.
Three-year average correlation between single point
observation-based composite score for each teacher
and the most reliable objective measure (eg., value-add).

Does the evaluation system result in the ability
to differentiate teachers?

Qualitative
Less than
0.1

The district's teaching effectiveness measures result in
the ability to differentiate teachers.

Between 0.1
and 0.25

Greater than
0.25

Qualitative

Percentage of teachers rated below effective.

Less than
2.5%

2.5% to 5%

More than 5%

Percentage of teachers rated above effective.

Less than
2.5%

2.5% to 5%

More than 5%

Hiring and Assignment
Do district recruiting practices result in a pool of Do district recruiting practices result in a pool of highquality candidates?
high-quality candidates?

Do high-need schools have an equal or higher
concentration of effective teachers?

Does the hiring process result in high-quality
teacher hires?

Qualitative

Percentage point difference between percent novice
teachers in the highest-poverty school quartile and
percent novice teachers in the lowest-poverty
school quartile.

Greater
than 2.5%

Between
2.5% and 2.5%

Less than 2.5%

Percentage point difference between percent highly
effective teachers in the highest-poverty school quartile
and percent highly effective teachers in the lowestpoverty school quartile.

Less than .025

Between .025 and
.025

Greater than
.025

Average rating of novice teachers relative to average
rating of non-novice teachers.

Less than
0.8

Between 0.8
and 0.9

Greater than
0.9

The hiring process results in high-quality teacher hires.
Average number of applicants per new hire for a hardto-staff position (eg., spec ed, math, science, secondary
school) within three months23of posting.

Qualitative
Less than 5

Between 5
and 10

Greater than
10

Do district recruiting practices result in a pool of Do district recruiting practices result in a pool of highquality candidates?
high-quality candidates?

Do high-need schools have an equal or higher Percentage point difference between percent novice
PRACTICE
AND
RESOURCE
METRICS
teachers in the
highest-poverty
schoolUSE
quartile
and
concentration of effective teachers?
percent novice teachers in the lowest-poverty
school quartile.

Qualitative

Greater
than 2.5%

PRACTICE AND RESOURCE USE METRICS

Question

Teaching

Percentage point difference between percent highly
Metric
effective teachers in the highest-poverty school quartile
and percent highly effective teachers in the lowestpoverty school quartile.

Teaching
Career Path and Compensation
Does the district retain a high-performing
teaching force and encourage lowperformers to leave the system?

Professional Growth
Are schools implementing professional
development around common learning needs
of teachers that focus on specific content as
well as pedagogy?
Tuesday, August 8, 2017
Do core subject teachers have individual
growth plans, driven by evaluation and
Professional
Growth
effectiveness data,
that build on strengths and
provide
support
to addressprofessional
weaknesses?
Are schools implementing

development
around
common learning
Do
principals have
a manageable
span needs
of
of
teachers
that
focus
on
specific
content
as
review?
well as pedagogy?

Do core subject teachers have individual
growththeplans,
driven bygrowth
evaluation
andresult in
Does
professional
support
effectiveness
data, for
thatteachers?
build on strengths and
improved
practices
provide support to address weaknesses?
Do principals have a manageable span of
review?

School Design
School Culture

Does
the professional
growthintegrated,
support result
Do
schools
ensure targeted,
and in
improved
practices
for
teachers?
efficient social and emotional services?
Do schools ensure a culture that fosters deep
personal relationships between students and
School
teachers? Design

School Culture
Do schools ensure targeted, integrated, and
efficient social and emotional services?

Do schools ensure a culture that fosters deep
personal relationships between students and
teachers?

Less than 2.5%

SCORING
Less than Low
.025

1

AverageAND
rating of RESOURCE
novice teachers relative USE
to average
Less than
PRACTICE
METRICS
rating of non-novice teachers.
0.8

Does the
hiring
result in high-quality
Career
Path
andprocess
Compensation
teacher hires?
Does the district retain a high-performing
teaching force and encourage lowperformers to leaveQuestion
the system?

Between
2.5% and 2.5%

Medium
.025 and

Between -

Greater than
High
.025

2

3

.025

Between 0.8
and 0.9
88%
to 93%
SCORING
Qualitative

Greater than
0.9
More than
93%

Between 5
Qualitative
and 10

Greater than
10
0

Retention rate of the most effective teachers.
The hiring process results in high-quality teacher hires.

Less than
88%

Average number of applicants per new hire for a hardSchools
consistently
high-performing
teachers
and
to-staff position
(eg.,retain
spec ed,
math, science,
secondary
exit
low-performing/ineffective
school)
within three months ofteachers.
posting.

Less than 5

Ratio of percent of teachers granted tenure who were
rated less than effective to the percent of teachers rated
Retention
rate of the most effective teachers.
less
than effective.

Greater
than 0.5
Less than
88%

Greater
than 0 and
88%than
to 93%
less
0.5

Percentage point difference in retention rates between
Schools consistently
retain
high-performing
teachers
and
teachers
rated less than
effective
versus teachers
rated
exit
low-performing/ineffective
teachers.
higher than effective.

Greater
than -5%

Between Qualitative
5% and 10%

Ratio of percent of teachers granted tenure who were
rated less than effective to the percent of teachers rated
Schools
professional development to address
less thanoffer
effective.
common learning needs of teachers surrounding specific
content as well as pedagogy.
Percentage point difference in retention rates between
teachers rated less than effective versus teachers rated
Teachers
in core
subjects (math, ELA, science, social
higher than
effective.
studies, world language) have an individualized growth
plan that builds on their strengths and addresses their
weaknesses
both content
and pedagogy.
Schools offeralong
professional
development
to address

Greater
than 0.5

Greater
than 0 and
Qualitative
less
than 0.5

0

Greater
than -5%

Between 5% and Qualitative
10%

Less than Page
1 of 6
10%

Metric

commonteacher
learningevaluator
needs ofload.
teachers surrounding specific
Average
content as well as pedagogy.
Principals have a manageable span of review.
Teachers in core subjects (math, ELA, science, social
studies,
world language)
have
individualized
growth
Ratio
of percent
of teachers
thatanimproved
their teaching
plan thatbased
buildson
ontheir
theirobservation
strengths and
addresses
their
practice
score
to percent
of
weaknesses
both content
and in
pedagogy.
teachers
that along
maintained
or declined
teaching
performance.
Average teacher evaluator load.

Principals have a manageable span of review.
Ratio
of percent
of teachers
improved
Do
schools
provide
access tothat
targeted
socialtheir
andteaching
practice based
on their
observation
to percent of
emotional
services
and programs
forscore
students?
teachers that maintained or declined in teaching
performance.
Percentage of schools where the ratio of percent minority
teachers to percent minority students is greater than 0.7
(minority = non-white).

Low

1

Greater
than 25

Less than 1

Greater
than 25

1

Time and staff are allocated to develop, support, and
reinforce schoolwide vision,
24values, expectations, and
routines.

2

Qualitative
Between 25
and 15
Qualitative
Qualitative
Between 1
and 1.25

Between 25
and 15

2

Qualitative

Less than 1

Between 1
Qualitative
and 1.25

Less than
50% of
Schools
1

Between
50% and
75%
2

Time and staff are allocated to develop, support, and
Do schools
provide access
targeted
social and and
reinforce
schoolwide
vision, to
values,
expectations,
emotional services and programs for students?
routines.

Percentage of schools where the ratio of percent minority
teachers to percent minority students is greater than 0.7
(minority = non-white).

Medium

High

3

More than
93%
Less than 10%

Less than 15

Greater than
1.25

Less than 15

3
Greater than
1.25
Greater than
75%

3

Qualitative
Qualitative

Less than
50% of
Schools

Between
50% and
75%
Qualitative

Greater than
75%

Average teacher evaluator load.

Do principals have a manageable span of
review?

Greater
than 25

Principals have a manageable span of review.

PRACTICE
AND RESOURCE USE METRICS
Ratio of percent of teachers that improved their teaching
Less than 1
PRACTICE AND RESOURCE USE METRICS

Does the professional growth support result in
improved practices for teachers?

Question

practice based on their observation score to percent of
teachers that maintained or declined in teaching
Metric
performance.

School Design

Between 25
and 15

Less than 15

Qualitative
Between 1

SCORING
and 1.25

Greater than
1.25

Low

Medium

High

11

22

33

School Culture
Individual
Attention
Do schools
ensure
integrated,
and
Have
schools
madetargeted,
cost-effective
investments
efficient
emotional
services?
in
group social
size asand
a lever
for individual
attention?

Do schools
provide access
to targeted
social
Ratio
of below-proficient
student
9th grade
ELAand
class size
programs
students?
toemotional
proficientservices
student and
9th grade
ELAfor
class
size.

Greater
than 0.8

Qualitative
Between
0.8 Less than 0.6
and 0.6

size to proficient student 9th grade math class size.
teachers to percent minority students is greater than 0.7
(minorityelementary
= non-white).
Average
school class size.

50%0.8
of
than
Schools
Less than
14
or
Low
greater than
29

Between
Greater
Between
0.8 Less
than than
0.6
50%0.6
and
75%
and
SCORING
75%
Between 14 Between 18
and
18 or
and
24
Medium
High
between
24
Qualitative
and 29

Less than
Ratio
of AND
below-proficient
studentthe
9thratio
grade
math
class
Greater
PRACTICE
RESOURCE
METRICS
Percentage
of schools
where
of USE
percent
minority

Do schools ensure a culture that fosters deep
personal relationships between students and
teachers?

Question

Metric

Individual Attention

Time and staff are allocated to develop, support, and
reinforce schoolwide vision, values, expectations, and
routines.
Percentage of schools in the lowest state performance
categories with average K-3 class size under 17.

Have schools made cost-effective investments
in group size as a lever for individual attention?

Ratio of below-proficient
9th grade
Average
secondary schoolstudent
ELA class
size. ELA class size
to proficient student 9th grade ELA class size.

School Design

Ratio of below-proficient student 9th grade math class
size to proficient student 9th grade math class size.
Average secondary school math class size.
Average elementary school class size.

Average 6th grade ELA teacher load (total number of
Percentage
of schools
in the
lowest state performance
students
taught
by a given
teacher).
categories with average K-3 class size under 17.
Average 9th grade ELA teacher load (total number of
Average taught
secondary
ELA class size.
students
by a school
given teacher).
Average 6th grade math teacher load (total number of
students taught by a given teacher).

Average
grade math
teacher
Average 9th
secondary
school
math load
class(total
size.number of
students taught by a given teacher).

Tuesday, August 8, 2017

Ratio of average secondary math and ELA class size to
the average non-core class size (excluding PE).
Average
6thvary
grade
ELA
teacher
loadof(total
number
of
Do
schools
class
size
as a way
targeting
individual
students taught by a given teacher).
attention?

1

Less than
50%

Greater
Less
than
than
14 or0.8
greater than
Greater
32
than 0.8
Less than
Less
14 orthan
14 or
greater
than
greater
32 than
29
Greater
Less 100
than
than
50%
Greater
Less 110
than
than
14 or
Greaterthan
greater
than32
110

2

50% to 80%

3

More than
80%

Between14
0.8 Between
Less than170.6
Between
and
and
170.6
or
and 29
between 29
Between
and 32 0.8 Less than 0.6
and 0.6
Between 14 Between 17
Between
and 17 or14 Between
and 29 18
and 1829
or
and 24
between
between
24
and 32
and 29
Between
Less than 75
50%and
to 80%
More than
100
75
80%
Between
Less than 85
Between
14 Between 17
110
and 85
and 17 or
and 29
Between29 Less than 85
between
110and
and32
85

Greater
Between 14 Less
than 100
Less
than
Between
Between
17
than
125
125
and
100
14 or
and 17 or
and 29
greater
between0.9
29 Less than 0.6
Greaterthan Between
and0.6
32
than320.9
and
Page 2 of 6
Greater
Between
Less
than 75
Qualitative
than 100
100 and 75

Average
9thvary
grade
ELA teacher
number of
Do
schools
teacher
load as aload
way(total
of targeting
students taught
by a given teacher).
individual
attention?

Greater
than 110

Between
Qualitative
110 and 85

Less than 85

Average
6thtarget
gradeindividual
math teacher
loadby(total
number of
Do
schools
attention
distinguishing
students core
taught
bynon-core
a given teacher).
between
and
classes?

Greater
than 110

Between
Qualitative
110 and 85

Less than 85

Average 9th grade math teacher load (total number of
students taught by a given teacher).
At the secondary level, ratio of below-proficient student
Ratioinofmath
average
secondary
mathtime
andinELA
class size to
time
to proficient
student
math.
the average non-core class size (excluding PE).
At the secondary level, ratio of below-proficient student
Do schools
class size
as a way
individual
time
in ELA vary
to proficient
student
time of
in targeting
ELA.
attention?
At the secondary level, percentage of below-proficient
Do schools
teacher
a way
of targeting
students
withvary
greater
thanload
thenasthe
minimum
individual
attention?
recommended time in math (18% of day).

Greater
than 125
Less than
Greater
1.2
than 0.9
Less than
1.2

Between
Less than 100
125 and 100
Between 1.2 Greater than
Between
than 0.6
and 1.5 0.9 Less1.5
and 0.6
Between 1.2 Greater than
Qualitative
and 1.5
1.5

Less than
50%

50% to 80%
Qualitative

More than
80%

Less than
50%

Qualitative
50%
to 80%

More than
80%

Instructional Time

Dothe
schools
targetlevel,
individual
attention
by distinguishing
At
secondary
percentage
of below-proficient
between with
coregreater
and non-core
classes?
students
than then
the minimum
recommended average time in ELA (18% of day).

Are master schedules aligned with student
learning needs?

Do below-proficient students get additional time in math
At the secondary level, ratio of below-proficient student
and ELA?
time in math to proficient student time in math.

Qualitative
Between
1.2
and 1.5

Greater than
1.5

Instructional Time
Are master schedules aligned with student
learning needs?

25

Less than
1.2

students taught by a given teacher).

than 110

110 and 85

Average 6th grade math teacher load (total number of
students taught by a given teacher).

Greater
than 110

Between
110 and 85

PRACTICE AND RESOURCE USE METRICS

AverageAND
9th grade
math teacher load (total
numberMETRICS
of
Greater
PRACTICE
RESOURCE
USE
students taught by a given teacher).
than 125
Ratio of average secondary math and ELA class size to
the average non-core class
size (excluding PE).
Metric

Question

Do schools vary class size as a way of targeting individual
attention?

School Design
Individual Attention
Have schools made cost-effective investments
in group size as a lever for individual attention?

Instructional Time
Are master schedules aligned with student
learning needs?

Do schools vary teacher load as a way of targeting
individual attention?
Ratio of below-proficient student 9th grade ELA class size
Doproficient
schools student
target individual
by size.
distinguishing
to
9th gradeattention
ELA class
between core and non-core classes?
Ratio of below-proficient student 9th grade math class
size to proficient student 9th grade math class size.
At the secondary
level,
ratioclass
of below-proficient
student
Average
elementary
school
size.
time in math to proficient student time in math.

At the secondary level, ratio of below-proficient student
time in ELA to proficient student time in ELA.
Percentage
of schools
the lowest state
performance
At the secondary
level,inpercentage
of below-proficient
categories with average K-3 class size under 17.
students with greater than then the minimum
recommended
timeschool
in mathELA
(18%
of day).
Average
secondary
class
size.
At the secondary level, percentage of below-proficient
students with greater than then the minimum
recommended average time in ELA (18% of day).
Average secondary school math class size.
Do below-proficient students get additional time in math
and ELA?

Greater
than
Low 0.9

1

Question

School Design
Teaching Effectiveness
Are teachers organized into teams that have
the needed support to deepen understanding
of college- and career-ready standards and
Tuesday,
2017 instruction?
use
data toAugust
plan and8,improve

Are master schedules aligned with student
learning needs?

Do schools assign teachers to differentiated
roles that extend the reach of highly effective
teachers and limit the reach of struggling
teachers?

SCORING

Between 0.9
and 0.6
Medium
Qualitative

2

Less than 0.6

High

3

Greater
than 0.8

Between 0.8 Less than 0.6
Qualitative
and 0.6

Greater
than 0.8
Lessthan
than
Less
1.2
14 or

Between 0.8 Less than 0.6
and 0.6
Between
1.2 Between
Greater 18
than
Between 14
and
1.5
1.5
and 18 or
and 24
between
24
Between 1.2 Greater than
and
and29
1.5
1.5

greater
Less than
than
29
1.2
Less
Lessthan
than
50%
50%
Less than
14 or
Less than
greater than
50%
32

Less than
14 or
greater than
32 than
At the secondary level, annual student hours spent in core
Less
academic subjects.
775
Average 6th grade ELA teacher load (total number of
Greater
students taught by a given teacher).
than 100

50%
50%toto80%
80%

More
Morethan
than
80%
80%
Between 14 Between 17
and 17 or
and 29
50% to 80%
More than
between 29
80%
and 32

Average 9th grade ELA teacher
Metricload (total number of
students taught by a given teacher).
Do schools prioritize instructional time for core academic
Average
subjects?6th grade math teacher load (total number of
students taught by a given teacher).

Greater
Low
than 110

1
Greater
than 110

Between 14
Qualitative
and 17 or
between 29
and
32
Between
775 and 950
Between
or greater
SCORING
100
and 75
than 1100
Between
Medium
110 and 85
Qualitative
2
Between
110 and 85

Average 9th grade math teacher load (total number of
Teacher-to-coach
students
taught byratio.
a given teacher).
Ratio of average secondary math and ELA class size to
the average non-core class size (excluding PE).

Greater
Greater
than
125
than 50
Greater
than 0.9

Between
Less than 100
Between
50 Less than 25
125
and 100
and 25
Between 0.9 Less than 0.6
Page 3 of 6
and 0.6

Do
schools vary class size as
a way of targeting individual
Teacher-to-teacher-leader
ratio.
attention?

Greater
than 30

Do
vary
load asteams
a wayreceive
of targeting
Howschools
regularly
doteacher
your teacher
support from
individual
attention?
an instructional
expert (administrator, coach, teacher

Instructional Time

Between
Less than 100
125 and 100

Qualitative

PRACTICE AND RESOURCE USE METRICS

Does the allocation of instructional time reflect
prioritization of core academics and other
highest-priority areas?

Less than 85

Qualitative
Between
30
and 15

Between 17
and 29

Between 950
and 1100
Less than 75
LessHigh
than 85

3 85
Less than

Less than 15

Qualitative
Qualitative

leader)
whotarget
is equipped
to deepen
of
Do
schools
individual
attentionunderstanding
by distinguishing
college
and
career
ready
standards
and
use
data
to
plan
between core and non-core classes?
and improve instruction?

Qualitative

At the secondary level, percentage of teaching teams
At
the secondary
ratioarea)
of below-proficient
student
(sharing
the samelevel,
content
that have at least
one
time
math to proficient
highlyineffective
teacher. student time in math.

Less than
Less50%
than
1.2

50% to 80%
More than
Between 1.2 Greater
80%than
and 1.5
1.5

At the secondary level, ratio
of below-proficient
student
percentage
of schools with
novice
time
in ELA
proficient
in ELA.
teachers
thattooffer
lowerstudent
loads fortime
novice
math teachers
versus experienced math teachers.
At the secondary level, percentage of below-proficient
students with greater than then the minimum
recommended
time
in math
(18% ofofday).
At the secondary
level,
percentage
schools with novice
teachers
that
offer
lower
loads
for
novice
ELA teachers
At the secondary level, percentage of below-proficient
versus
experienced
ELA
teachers.
students with greater than then the minimum

Less
Less than
than
1.2
25%

Between
1.2 Greater
than
25% to 75%
More than
and 1.5
1.5
75%

Less than
50%
Less than
Less25%
than

50% to 80%

recommended
average
time in ELA of
(18%
of day).
At the secondary
level, percentage
schools
with
26
ineffective
teachers
that
offer
lower
loads
ineffective
Do below-proficient students get additionalfor
time
in math
teachers
and
ELA?versus effective teachers.

50%
Less than
25%

25% to 75%
50% to 80%

25% to 75%
Qualitative

More than
80%
More than
More75%
than

80%
More than
75%

Teacher-to-teacher-leader ratio.

Greater
than 30

How regularly do your teacher teams receive support from

PRACTICE
AND
RESOURCE
an instructional
expert
(administrator, USE
coach,METRICS
teacher

PRACTICE
RESOURCE
USE ofMETRICS
leader) AND
who is equipped
to deepen understanding
Question

college and career ready standards and use data to plan
and improve instruction?

Between 30
and 15

Less than 15

Qualitative

SCORING

School Design

Metric of teaching teams
At the secondary level, percentage
(sharing the same content area) that have at least one
highly effective teacher.

Lowthan
Less
50%

Do schoolsAttention
assign teachers to differentiated
Individual
roles that extend the reach of highly effective
Have schools
made
investments
teachers
and limit
thecost-effective
reach of struggling
in group size as a lever for individual attention?
teachers?

At the secondary level, percentage of schools with novice
teachers that offer lower loads for novice math teachers
Ratio
below-proficient
9th grade ELA class size
versusof experienced
mathstudent
teachers.
to proficient student 9th grade ELA class size.

Less than
25% to 75%
More than
25%
75%
Greater
Between 0.8 Less than 0.6
than 0.8
and 0.6

Ratio
below-proficient
student 9th of
grade
mathwith
class
At theofsecondary
level, percentage
schools
novice
size
to proficient
student
grade
math class
teachers
that offer
lower9th
loads
for novice
ELAsize.
teachers
versus experienced
ELA teachers.
Average
elementary school
class size.

Greater
thanthan
0.6
Less than Between
25% to 0.8
75% Less
More
than25%
0.8
and 0.6
75%

Do schools assign the most effective teachers
to highest-priority areas?

Do teacher teams have adequate
collaborative time to deepen understanding of
college- and career-ready standards and
improve instructional practice?

Do teacher teams have effective practices and
protocols to adjust instruction and improve
practice?

Special Populations
Do schools support special education and ELL
students in general education setting where
possible?

1

At the secondary level, percentage of schools with
ineffective teachers that offer lower loads for ineffective
teachers versus effective teachers.

Less than
14 orthan
Less
greater
than
25%
29

Percentage
of schools
in the
lowest
performance
Do novice math
teachers
have
lowerstate
teaching
loads than
categories
with
average
K-3 class size under 17.
experienced
math
teachers?

Less than
50%

Medium
50% to 80%

2

Highthan
More
80%

3

Between 14 Between 18
and
and 24than
25%18toor75%
More
between 24
75%
and 29
50%
to 80%
Qualitative

More than
80%

Average
school
ELA class
size.with a highly
Ratio of secondary
students below
proficient
in ELA
effective ELA teacher to students proficient in ELA with a
highly effective ELA teacher.

Less
14 Between
Lessthan
than Between
Between
Greater 17
than
140.95
or
and
or 1.1
and1.1
29
0.9517
and
greater than between 29
32
and 32
Ratio of students below-proficient in math with a highly
Less than
Between
Greater than
Average
school
math class
size. in math with a Less0.95
than
Between
effectivesecondary
math teacher
to students
proficient
0.95 and141.1 Between
1.117
14
or
and
17
or
and
29
highly effective math teacher.
greater than between 29
Schools consistently assign the most effective teachers to
Qualitative
32
and 32
the highest-priority areas.
Average 6th grade ELA teacher load (total number of
Greater
Between
Less than 75
students
a given
than 100
100
and 75
Teacherstaught
have by
at least
90 teacher).
mininutes per week of
Qualitative
collaborative time to deepen understanding of collegeAverage 9th grade ELA teacher load (total number of
Greater
Between
Less than 85
and career-ready standards and improve instructional
students taught by a given teacher).
than 110
110 and 85
practice within a team.
Average 6th grade math teacher load (total number of
Greater
Between
Less than 85
The district
provides
support,
including personnel,
Qualitative
students
taught
by a given
teacher).
than 110
110
and 85
exemplars, professional development, and external
resources,
schools
forteacher
effective
teams
CPT. of
Average
9thtograde
math
load
(totaland
number
Greater
Between
Less than 100
students taught by a given teacher).
than 125
125 and 100
Do teacher teams have effective practices and protocols
Qualitative
Ratio
of average
secondary
math and
ELA class size to
Greater
Between 0.9 Less than 0.6
to adjust
instruction
and improve
practice?
the average non-core class size (excluding PE).
than 0.9
and 0.6
Do schools vary class size as a way of targeting individual
attention?
Percentage of students with an Individualized Education
Do
schools
Plan
(IEP). vary teacher load as a way of targeting
individual attention?

Qualitative

More than
15%

Do
individual
distinguishing
Doschools
schoolstarget
support
special attention
educationbyand
ELL students in
between
core
and
non-core
classes?
the general education setting where possible?

11% to 15%
Qualitative

Less than
11%

Qualitative
Qualitative

Instructional Time
Does the special education service and instructional
Does the special education service and
model
focus on content
in addition
to learning needs?
instructional
model
focus
on
content
in
addition
At
the secondary
level, ratio
of below-proficient
student
Are master schedules aligned with student
to
learning
needs?
time in math to proficient student time in math.
learning
needs?

Less than
1.2

Qualitative
Between 1.2 Greater than
and 1.5
1.5

At the secondary level, ratio of below-proficient student
time in ELA to proficient student time in ELA.

Less than
1.2

Between 1.2
and 1.5

Greater than
1.5

At the secondary level, percentage of below-proficient
students with greater than then the minimum
recommended time in math (18% of day).

Less than
50%

50% to 80%

More than
80%

At the secondary level, percentage of below-proficient
students with greater than then the minimum
recommended average time in ELA (18% of day).

Less than
50%

50% to 80%

More than
80%4 of 6
Page
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Do below-proficient students get additional time in math
and ELA?

Qualitative

PRACTICE AND RESOURCE USE METRICS

PRACTICE AND RESOURCE USE METRICS
SCORING
Question

Metric

Leadership

Low

Medium

High

1

2

3

Defining and Measuring Effectiveness
Are school leader evaluation ratings an
accurate assessment of school leader
performance?

The district evaluation process results in the ability to
differentiate school leaders.

Qualitative

Percentage of principals rated above effective.

Less than
2.5%

2.5% to 5%

More than 5%

Percentage of principals rated below effective.

Less than
2.5%

2.5% to 5%

More than 5%

Hiring and Assignment
Does the district strategically place its best
leaders in the toughest assignments?

The district deliberately and systematically places its
best leaders in the toughtest assignments.

Percentage point difference between percent highly
effective principals in the highest poverty school
quartile and percent highly effective principals in the
lowest-poverty school quartile.
Does the recruiting and hiring process result in
high-quality school leader hires?

Qualitative

Less than .025

Does the recruiting and hiring process result in highquality school leader hires?

Between .025 and
.025

Greater than
.025

Qualitative

Career Path and Compensation
Does the district retain high-performing leaders
and encourage low performers to leave the
system?

Percentage point difference in retention rates between
principals rated less than effective versus principals
rated higher than effective.

Greater
than -5%

Between 5% and 10%

Less than 10%

Average number of principals per school in the highestpoverty school quartile over the last three consecutive HR
snapshots to the average number of principals per school
in the lowest-poverty school quartile over the last three
consecutive HR snapshots.

Greater
than 2.5

Between 2.5
and 1

Less than 1

Professional Growth
Does the district place strong leaders and
promising potential leaders where they can
have the greatest impact and growth?

The district sytematically places promising potential
leaders where they can have the greatest impact and
growth.

School Support

Qualitative

1

2

3

Integrated Data

Do these groups use data to drive resource
allocation and other decisions?

District and school leaders leverage data to make policy
and resource allocation decisions.

Qualitative

School Support and Accountability
Does the district vary support and resource
allocations based on school needs?

Instructional superintendent span of control.

Greater
than 20

Between 20
and 12

The district varies support and resource allocations based
on school needs.

Qualitative

The district has a method to actively manage central costs.

Qualitative

Service Quality and Efficiency
Does the district manage its spending in
response to changes in key cost drivers (e.g.,
enrollment or funding streams)?

28

The district manages its spending in response to change
in key cost drivers (e.g., enrollment or funding streams).

Qualitative

Less than 12

Average number of principals per school in the highestpoverty school quartile over the last three consecutive HR
snapshots to the average number of principals per school
in the lowest-poverty school quartile over the last three
PRACTICE
AND
RESOURCE USE METRICS
consecutive HR
snapshots.

Professional Growth

Greater
than 2.5

Between 2.5
and 1

Less than 1

PRACTICE AND RESOURCE USE METRICS

Does the district place strong leaders and
promising potential leaders where they can
Question
have the greatest impact
and growth?

The district sytematically places promising potential
leaders where they can have the greatest impact and
Metric
growth.

School
Support
Leadership

SCORING
Qualitative
Low

Medium

High

1

2

3

Integrated
Data
Defining and
Measuring Effectiveness

Do
these
to and
driverigorous,
resource
Does
the groups
district use adata
clear
allocation
and other
decisions?
standards-based
school
leader evaluation
system?
School Support and Accountability

District
and school
leaders
leverage
data practice
to make policy
The district
evaluates
principals
on clear
and
resource
allocation
standards
defining
gooddecisions.
leadership that reflect current
research and evidence on practices that improve teaching
effectiveness and student learning.

Does
districtprincipal
vary support
and resource
Is the the
district’s
evaluation
data and
allocations
based
on
school
needs?
process used to support compensation
decisions, hiring, development and
assignment?

Instructional
superintendent
of control.compensation
The district uses
evaluationsspan
to determine
and/or new job responsibilities as well as appropriate
levels
of training
support.
The
district
variesand
support
and resource allocations based

Service Quality and Efficiency
Does the district manage its spending in
response to changes in key cost drivers (e.g.,
Hiring and Assignment
enrollment or funding streams)?
Do district policies encourage the most
effective leaders to work in the highest need
Question
schools?
Does the district track the costs and service
Does the
timelinedepartment?
allow for schools to
School
Support
quality
for hiring
each
central
attract top talent?
Turnaround
Career Path and Compensation
Does the district’s strategy to improve its
Does the district ensure that school leaders'
lowest-performing subset of schools ensure
jobs are structured to be sustainable and stable
the following to take place across all of those
through principal support and distributed
schools? Transformational leadership,
leadership models?
assembling expert teacher teams, sufficient
expert instructional support, planning time, and
targeted support for students in need of extra
time or tutoring.
Does the district leverage the whole value
proposition to attract top school leader talent?
Tuesday, August 8, 2017

Qualitative

Greater
than 20

Qualitative

PRACTICE AND RESOURCE USE METRICS
The district has a method to actively manage service
Percentage of school leader vacancies that have been
quality.
filled 3 months prior to the start of the school year.

The district’s focused strategy to improve its lowestThe district ensures that school leaders' jobs are
performing subset of schools ensures for those schools:
structured to be sustainable and stable through principal
• transformational leadership
support and distributed leadership models.
• assembling of expert teacher teams
• sufficient expert instructional support and planning time
•Average
targetednumber
supportoffordifferent
students
in need in
of each
extra school
time orover
principals
tutoring
the last three consecutive HR snapshots.
Percentage of teachers earning greater than 75% of
Ratio
of teachers
coaches in the lowest-performing
average
principal to
compensation.
subset of schools that are a part of the district
The districtstrategy
leverages
whole value proposition to
deliberate
for the
improvement.
attract top talent for principals.

Underperforming leaders are not eligible for compensation
increases.
Does the district use its compensation system
to leverage high-performing principals to take
on challenging assignments?

Effective leaders receive differential compensation for
taking on additional responsibilities or more challenging
assignments.

Professional Growth
Does the district provide high-potential leaders

Funding
& operational
Portfoliosupport throughout
with significant

the school year?
Equity
Does the district provide intensive school
Does the district consistently provide additional
leadership training?
resources to students with greater learning
needs?

School Support
Integrated Data

Is data integrated using a system that is easy
for administrators, teachers, and central office
staff to access and use?

The district strategically identifies potential leaders and
offers professional development and support to create
pathways to leadership.

The district ensures intensive school leadership training
Students with greater learning challenges (including
matched to developmental needs throughout a career.
special education students, English language learners,
students in poverty, and off-track/struggling students)
receive additional resources sufficient to support these
needs.
Percentage of schools within 10% of school-level median
Theweighted
district integrates
student, teacher, and resource data
per
pupil spending.
in a system that is easy for administrators, teachers, and
29and use.
central office staff to access
Degree of school-to-school equity based on variance in
funding and need.

Less than 12

Qualitative

on school needs.
School leader evaluators are supported and held
accountable for timely, accurate, and rigorous evaluations
The
districtschool
has a method
manage
central costs.
to support
leaders to
in actively
improving
practice.

District
policies
encourage
the most
The
district
manages
its spending
in effective
responseschool
to change
leaders
to
work
in
the
highest-need
schools.
in key cost drivers (e.g., enrollment
Metric or funding streams).

Between
20
Qualitative
and 12

Qualitative

SCORING
Qualitative
Low
Less1 than
50%

Qualitative

Medium

Qualitative
50%2to 80%

High
More3than
80%

Qualitative
Qualitative

Greater
than 1.5

Between 1.2
and 1.5

Less than 1.2

More than
Greater
25%
than 18 OR
the district
does not
have a
deliberate
strategy to
improve its
lowestperforming
subset of
schools

10% to 25%
Between 18
and 12
Qualitative

Less than
Less10%
than 12
Page 5 of 6

1

Qualitative

Qualitative
Qualitative

2

3

Qualitative
Qualitative

1

2

3

Less than
55%

Between
Qualitative
55% and
70%

Greater than
70%

Less than
7.5%

Between
15% and

Greater than
15%

does not
have a
deliberate
strategy to
improve its
lowestperforming
subset of
Low
schools

PRACTICE
AND
RESOURCE USE
METRICS
PRACTICE
AND
RESOURCE
USE
METRICS
Question

Metric

Funding
& Portfolio
School Support

1

SCORING
Medium

High

2

3

Equity
Turnaround
Does the district
district’sconsistently
strategy to provide
improveadditional
its
resources
to students
withofgreater
learning
lowest-performing
subset
schools
ensure
needs?
the following to take place across all of those
schools? Transformational leadership,
assembling expert teacher teams, sufficient
expert instructional support, planning time, and
targeted support for students in need of extra
time or tutoring.

Students
withfocused
greater strategy
learning to
challenges
(including
The district’s
improve its
lowestspecial
education
language
performing
subsetstudents,
of schoolsEnglish
ensures
for thoselearners,
schools:
students
in poverty,leadership
and off-track/struggling students)
• transformational
receive
additional
resources
sufficient
• assembling
of expert
teacher
teams to support these
needs.
• sufficient expert instructional support and planning time
• targeted support for students in need of extra time or
Percentage
of schools within 10% of school-level median
tutoring
per weighted pupil spending.
Ratio of teachers to coaches in the lowest-performing
Degree of school-to-school equity based on variance in
subset of schools that are a part of the district
funding and need.
deliberate strategy for improvement.

Portfolio
Is there equitable access to programs across
neighborhoods?

Funding & Portfolio
Community
Engagement
Equity

The percentage of schools in a district where the socialeconomic composition of the schools deviates 10
percentage points or more from the districtwide
composition.
The percentage of schools in a district where the racial
composition of the schools deviates 10 percentage
points or more from the districtwide composition.

Qualitative

Less than
55%
Greater
Less than
than 18 OR
7.5%
the district
does not
have a
deliberate
Greaterto
strategy
than 50%
improve
its
lowestperforming
subset
Greaterof
schools
than
50%

1
1

Between
55% and
70%
Between 18
Between
and 12
15% and
7.5%

Greater than
70%

Between
50% and
20%

Less than
20%

Between
50% and
20%

Less than
20%

2
2

Less than 12
Greater than
15%

3
3

Community Resources
Does the district consistently provide additional
resources
to students
with
greater
learning
Does
the school
partner
with
community
or
needs?
alternative providers?

Students with greater learning challenges (including
special
education
English or
language
learners,
Do
schools
partnerstudents,
with community
alternative
students
in
poverty,
and
off-track/struggling
students)
providers for non-core instruction, enrichment, social
receive additional
resources sufficient
support these
services
support, professional
services,toacademic
needs.
support, or other services?

Family Engagement

Percentage of schools within 10% of school-level median
per weighted pupil spending.
How involved are parents in partnering with schools to
meet student learning goals?
Degree of school-to-school equity based on variance in
funding and need.

Less than
55%

Between
55% and
Qualitative
70%

Greater than
70%

Less than
7.5%

Between
15% and
7.5%

Greater than
15%

The percentage of schools in a district where the socialeconomic composition of the schools deviates 10
percentage points or more from the districtwide
composition.

Greater
than 50%

Between
50% and
20%

Less than
20%

The percentage of schools in a district where the racial
composition of the schools deviates 10 percentage
points or more from the districtwide composition.

Greater
than 50%

Between
50% and
20%

Less than
20%

Page 6 of 6

2

3

Does the school partner with parents around
meeting student learning goals?

Qualitative
Qualitative

Portfolio
Is there equitable access to programs across
neighborhoods?

Tuesday, August 8, 2017

Community Engagement

1

Community Resources
Does the school partner with community or
alternative providers?

Family Engagement
Does the school partner with parents around
meeting student learning goals?

Do schools partner with community or alternative
providers for non-core instruction, enrichment, social
services support, professional services, academic
support, or other services?

Qualitative

30
How involved are parents in partnering with schools to
meet student learning goals?

Qualitative

PRINCIPAL SURVEY
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PRINCIPAL SURVEY
PRINCIPAL
SURVEY
Question

Metric

System Conditions
(SC) or Practice and
Resource Use (P/RU)

Standards & Instructional Resources
Standards
The district provides my school with high quality materials,
Does the district ensure that topics of study, curriculum
and instruction are sufficiently rigorous at all grade levels? including scope and sequences, curriculum, and assessments, to
support implementation of rigorous, college and career ready
standards-aligned instruction.

SC

Teaching
Defining and Measuring Effectiveness
Does the district release a clear and rigorous teacher
evaluation system that is based on evidence and college
and career ready standards?

The district’s rubric to evaluate teachers provides a useful
description of effective teaching practice.

SC

Does the evaluation system result in the ability to
differentiate teachers?

The teacher evaluation rubric and process enables me to
appropriately differentiate teacher performance levels.

P/RU

Are core teachers evaluated against the same standards
at least annually?

How often do you evaluate your core subject teachers against the
same standards? Core subject teachers are math, ELA, science,
social studies, and (in non-departmentalized grades) homeroom
teachers.

SC

Hiring and Assignment
Do district recruiting practices result in a pool of highquality candidates?

My district pre-screens a pool of high quality applicants from
which I can hire.

P/RU

Does the hiring process result in high-quality teacher
hires?

There are enough effective teachers at our school to enact our
transformation plan/achieve our student performance goals.

P/RU

Does the hiring timeline and process allow for schools to
attract top talent?

The district’s hiring timeline allows me to attract top talent to my
school.

SC

I am able to consistently retain high-performing teachers in my
school.

P/RU

I am able to exit consistently low-performing/ineffective teachers
in my school.

P/RU

We have teacher leader and other roles that allow teachers to
take on more responsibility for a stipend or increased pay at our
school.

SC

Teacher leader roles are held by highly effective teachers.

SC

Career Path and Compensation
Does the district retain a high-performing teaching force
and encourage low performers to leave the system?

Does the district use its compensation system to leverage
high-performing teachers to take on additional
responsibilities and extend reach to students or
colleagues?

Professional Growth
Do principals have a manageable span of review?

How many teachers are you directly responsible for evaluating
annually (not including those evaluated by other administrators in
the building)?

P/RU

Does the district enable job-embedded professional
development for teachers?

The district invests sufficiently in professional growth and support
opportunities for teachers that address our school’s unique
challenges.

SC

School Design
School Culture
Does the district enable schools in providing targeted,
integrated, and efficient social and emotional services

32
Which of the following practices are consistently used to build
personal relationships between students and adults in your

SC

Teacher leader roles are held by highly effective teachers.

Professional Growth
Do principals have a manageable span of review?

Does the district enableQuestion
job-embedded professional
development for teachers?

PRINCIPAL
PRINCIPAL
SURVEY
How
many teachersSURVEY
are you directly responsible for evaluating

annually (not including those evaluated by other administrators in
the building)?
The district invests sufficientlyMetric
in professional growth and support
opportunities for teachers that address our school’s unique
challenges.

SC
Version 2.0

P/RU

System Conditions
(SS)
SC
or Practice and
Resource Use (P/RU)

School Design
Standards
School Culture
Standards

PRINCIPAL SURVEY

Which
of the
following
arehigh
consistently
used to build
Doesthe
thedistrict
districtensure
enablethat
schools
targeted,
The
district
provides
mypractices
school with
quality materials,
Does
topicsinofproviding
study, curriculum
personal
relationships
between
students
and
adults
in your
integrated,
and
efficient
social
and
emotional
services
and instruction are sufficiently rigorous at all grade levels? including scope and sequences, curriculum, and assessments, to
school?
and programs?
support implementation of rigorous, college and career ready
standards-aligned
instruction.
Question
Metric development to improve
School faculty participate
in professional
their ability to teach SEL and create trauma-sensitive learning
Teaching
environments.

Defining and Measuring Effectiveness

School Design

Does the district release a clear and rigorous teacher
Individualsystem
Attention
evaluation
that is based on evidence and college
and career ready standards?
Have schools made cost-effective investments in group
size
as
lever21,
for individual
attention?
Friday,
2017
Does
theaApril
evaluation
system result
in the ability to
differentiate teachers?

Are core teachers evaluated against the same standards
at least annually?

Hiring and Assignment
Do district recruiting practices result in a pool of highquality candidates?
Does the hiring process result in high-quality teacher
hires?
Does the hiring timeline and process allow for schools to
attract top talent?
Career Path and Compensation
Does the district retain a high-performing teaching force
and encourage low performers to leave the system?

Instructional Time
Does the district use its compensation system to leverage
high-performing
teachers
take on additional
Have schools given
their to
struggling
students sufficient
responsibilities
time in core? and extend reach to students or
colleagues?

Most teachers consistently integrate SEL competencies into their
regular teaching and classes.
The district’s rubric to evaluate teachers provides a useful
description of effective teaching practice.

What practices around attention are consistently used in your
school
to provide
additional
to struggling
The
teacher
evaluation
rubricsupport
and process
enablesstudents?
me to
SS:
appropriately differentiate teacher performance levels.
- Sudents below proficient in math and/or ELA deliberately placed
How
often do
evaluate
your
in classes
3+you
below
average
forcore
that subject teachers against the
same
standards?
subject
teachers areareas
math,(high-priority
ELA, science,
- Class
sizes areCore
reduced
for high-priority
social
studies,
and (in non-departmentalized
homeroom
subjects,
for struggling
students, in early andgrades)
transition
grades)
teachers.
- Class sizes in lower-priority areas are larger to better target
resources to higher priorities.
- Special education or other teaching staff are deliberately and
regularly
into below
classesapplicants
to providefrom
My
districtpushed
pre-screens
a poolstandard
of high quality
small-group
instruction
which
I can hire.
- Other – please specify
There
ES: are enough effective teachers at our school to enact our
transformation
plan/achieve
our student
performance
- Inclusion and
push-in support:
Special
education orgoals.
other
teaching staff are deliberately and regularly pushed into below
The district’s hiring timeline allows me to attract top talent to my
standard classes to provide small group instruction
school.
- Family model: Students are regrouped across teachers regularly
to target instruction to specific needs
- Centers: Students regularly rotated through centers to allow for
I small-group
am able to consistently
retain
teachers in my
instruction Use
of high-performing
technology
school.
- Small-group tutoring: Struggling students provided with one or
one or small-group tutoring regularly during or after school day
I am able to exit consistently low-performing/ineffective teachers
- Other – please specify
in my school.

SC
SC

System Conditions
SC
(SC) or Practice and
Resource Use (P/RU)
SC

SC

P/RU
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P/RU

SC

P/RU
P/RU
SC

P/RU
P/RU

We have teacher leader and other roles that allow teachers to
take
on of
more
for a stipend
increased
pay at our
Which
the responsibility
following practices
around or
time
are consistently
used
school.
in your school to provide additional support to struggling students?

SC
P/RU

Teacher leader roles are held by highly effective teachers.

SC

Professional Growth
Do principals have a manageable span of review?

How many teachers are you directly responsible for evaluating
annually (not including those evaluated by other administrators in
the building)?

P/RU

Does the district enable job-embedded professional
development for teachers?

The district invests sufficiently in professional growth and support
opportunities for teachers that address our school’s unique
challenges.

SC

School Design
School Culture
Does the district enable schools in providing targeted,

33
Which of the following practices are consistently used to build

SC

Teacher leader roles are held by highly effective teachers.

Professional Growth
Do principals have a manageable span of review?

Question

Does the district enable Question
job-embedded professional
development for teachers?

PRINCIPAL
SURVEY
PRINCIPAL SURVEY
PRINCIPAL
SURVEY
How many teachers are you directly responsible for evaluating

annually (not including those evaluated by other administrators in
the building)?

Metric

The district invests sufficientlyMetric
in professional growth and support
opportunities for teachers that address our school’s unique
challenges.

SC

P/RU

System
Conditions
System
Conditions
(SS)
SC
(SC)
or
Practice
or Practice andand
ResourceUse
Use(P/RU)
(P/RU)
Resource

School Design
Design
School
Teaching
Effectiveness
School
Culture
Teaching
Effectiveness

Are teachers
teachers
organized
into
teams
that have
havetargeted,
the needed
needed
Does
the district
enable into
schools
in providing
Are
organized
teams
that
the
support to
to deepen
deepen
understanding
ofemotional
college and
and
career
integrated,
and efficient
social andof
services
support
understanding
college
career
ready
standards and
and use
use data
data to
to plan
plan and
and improve
improve
and
programs?
ready
standards
instruction?
instruction?
Do schools
schools assign
assign teachers
teachers to
to differentiated
differentiated roles
roles that
that
Do
extend the
the reach
reach of
of highly
highly effective
effective teachers
teachers and
and limit
limit the
the
extend
reach
of
struggling
teachers?
reach of struggling teachers?
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Do teacher
teacher teams
teams have
have adequate
adequate collaborative
collaborative time
timeto
Do
to
deepen
understanding
of
collegeand
career-ready
deepen understanding of college and career ready
standards and
and improve
improve instructional
instructional practice?
practice?
standards

Do teacher
teacher teams
teams have
have effective
effective practices
practices and
and protocols
protocols
Do
to adjust
adjust instruction
instruction and
and improve
improve practice?
practice?
to

Whatpercent
percent
yourteachers
teachers
meet
weeklywith
withaused
ateam
team
that
Which
of the following
practicesmeet
are consistently
to that
build
What
ofofyour
weekly
sharescontent
content
planbetween
andadjust
adjust
instruction?
personal
relationships
students
and adults in your
shares
totoplan
and
instruction?
school?

P/RU
SC
P/RU

School faculty participate in professional development to improve
Whatability
percent
ofyour
yourSEL
teaching
teamstrauma-sensitive
haveatatleast
leastone
one
highly
their
to of
teach
and create
learning
What
percent
teaching
teams
have
highly
effective
teacher?
environments.
effective
teacher?

SC
P/RU
P/RU

Most teachers consistently integrate SEL competencies into their
What percent
percent
teams
areled
ledby
byan
anexpert
expertfacilitator
facilitator(may
(maybe
beaa
regular
teaching
and
classes.
What
ofofteams
are
teacheron
onthe
theteam)
team)weekly?
weekly?
teacher

SC
P/RU
P/RU

Whichofofthe
thefollowing
followingpractices
practicesare
areconsistently
consistentlyused
usedtotomatch
match
Which
teacherexpertise
expertisetotostudent
studentneeds
needsthrough
throughany
anyofofthe
thefollowing
following
teacher
methods?
methods?

P/RU
P/RU

Teacherleader
leaderroles
rolesenable
enablehighly
highlyeffective
effectiveteachers
teacherstotoextend
extend
Teacher
their
reach
to
improve
the
learning
of
more
students,
either
their reach to improve the learning of more students, either
directlyor
orby
byimpacting
impactingthe
thepractice
practiceofoftheir
theirpeers.
peers.
directly

P/RU
P/RU

How many
manyminutes
minuteseach
eachweek
weekdo
doteams
teamsthat
thatshare
sharecontent
content
How
and/or
grade-level
meet?
and/or grade-level meet?

P/RU
P/RU

My school
schoolhas
hassufficient
sufficienttime
timetotoimplement
implementour
ourprofessional
professional
My
growth
priorities
(i.e.,
days
prior
to
the
beginning
school,weekly
growth priorities (ie., days prior to the beginning ofofschool,
weekly
collaborative
planning
time,
regular
content
and
PD/
collaborative planning time, regular content and PD/faculty
faculty meetings).
meetings).

P/RU
P/RU

Teachingteams
teamsuse
usecollaborative
collaborativeplanning
planningtime
timeproductively,
productively,as
as
Teaching
evidencedby
bythe
theuse
useofofclear
clearpurposes,
purposes,agendas,
agendas,and
andprotocols.
protocols.
evidenced

P/RU
P/RU

Teacherteams
teamstrack
trackstudent
studentlearning
learningneeds
needsand
andprogress
progressover
over
Teacher
time
and
use
the
results
to
refine
their
instruction
and
to
regroup
time and use the results to refine their instruction and to regroup
students.
students.

P/RU
P/RU

Myschool’s
school’sleaders
leadersand
andteachers
teachersare
aretrained
trainedand
andproficient
proficientinin
My
usingdata
datatotoinform
informschool
schoolimprovement
improvementand
andclassroom
classroompractice.
practice.
using

P/RU
P/RU

highpriority
priorityareas,
areas,how
howoften
oftendo
doteams
teamsofofteachers
teachersadjust
adjust
InIn high
student
schedules,
groupings
or
teacher
assignments
better
student schedules, groupings or teacher assignments totobetter
meet their
theirlearning
learningneeds
needs(e.g.
(e.g.,change
changeintervention
interventionperiod
period
meet
assignmentbased
basedon
onspecific
specificneeds)?
needs)?
assignment

P/RU
P/RU

Our faculty
facultydemonstrates
demonstratesaaprofessional
professionalculture
culturethat
thatisisbased
basedon
on
Our
trust,commitment,
commitment,constructive
constructiveconflict,
conflict,shared
sharedaccountability
accountabilityand
and
trust,
collectivegoals
goalsthat
thatenable
enableadults
adultstotoachieve
achieveacademic
academicresults
results
collective
withstudents.
students.
with

P/RU
P/RU

All teachers
teachersreceive
receiveregular
regularcycles
cyclesofofobservation
observationand
andactionable
actionable
All
feedback.
feedback.

P/RU
P/RU

canmake
makechanges
changestotomy
myschool’s
school’sschedule
scheduleand
andstaffing
staffingwithout
without
II can
fullfaculty
facultyvote.
vote.
aa full

SC
SC

haveauthority
authorityover
overaasignificant
significantportion
portionofofmy
myschool’s
school’sstaffing
staffing
II have
and budget
budgetand
and34
canswap
swapstaffing
staffingpositions
positionsand
andtrade
tradedollars
dollarsfor
for
and
can
staff/stafffor
fordollars.
dollars.
staff/staff

SC
SC

haveflexibility
flexibilitytotohire
hirethe
theright
rightteacher
teachertotomeet
meetmy
myschool’s
school’s
II have

SC
SC
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Flexibility
Flexibility

Do schools
schools have
have the
the flexibility
flexibility to
to vary
vary designs,
designs, including
including
staffing, schedules,
schedules, and
and resource
resource use,
use, based
based on
on
hiring, staffing,
student, teacher,
teacher, and
and school
school needs?
needs?
student,

using data to inform school improvement and classroom practice.
In high priority areas, how often do teams of teachers adjust
student schedules, groupings or teacher assignments to better
PRINCIPAL
SURVEY
meet
their learning needs
(e.g., change intervention period
assignment based on specific needs)?

PRINCIPAL SURVEY
Question

School Design

Our faculty demonstrates a professional culture that is based on
trust, commitment, constructiveMetric
conflict, shared accountability and
collective goals that enable adults to achieve academic results
with students.

P/RU

P/RU

System Conditions (SS)
or Practice and
Resource Use (P/RU)

All teachers receive regular cycles of observation and actionable
feedback.

P/RU

IWhat
can make
changes
my school’s
andastaffing
without
percent
of yourtoteachers
meetschedule
weekly with
team that
ashares
full faculty
vote.
content to plan and adjust instruction?

SC
P/RU

FlexibilityEffectiveness
Teaching

Do schools
the flexibility
to vary
including
Are
teachershave
organized
into teams
thatdesigns,
have the
needed
hiring, staffing,
schedules,
and resource
use,and
based
on
support
to deepen
understanding
of college
career
student,
teacher,
and
school
needs?
ready standards and use data to plan and improve
instruction?

Do schools assign teachers to differentiated roles that
extend the reach of highly effective teachers and limit the
reach of struggling teachers?

Question

School Design
Special Populations

Do schools support special education and ELL students
in general education setting where possible?
Do teacher teams have adequate collaborative time to
deepen understanding of college and career ready
standards
and21,
improve
Friday, April
2017instructional practice?

Does the special education service and instructional
model focus on content in addition to learning needs?
Do teacher teams have effective practices and protocols
to adjust instruction and improve practice?
Leadership
Defining and Measuring Effectiveness
Does the district use a clear and rigorous, standardsbased school leader evaluation system?

Career Path and Compensation
Does the district retain high-performing leaders and
encourage low performers to leave the system?

I have authority over aSURVEY
significant portion of my school’s staffing
PRINCIPAL
and budget and can swap staffing positions and trade dollars for

What percent of your teaching teams have at least one highly
staff/staff
for dollars.
effective teacher?
I have flexibility to hire the right teacher to meet my school’s
Metric
needs.
What percent of teams are led by an expert facilitator (may be a

on the team)
weekly?
Iteacher
have sufficient
flexibility
over professional growth resources to
improve
teacher
practice
(includes
in hiring
defining
Which of the following practices arediscretion
consistently
used and
to match
jobs
of
coaches
and
administrators,
controlling
PD
content,
teacher expertise to student needs through any of the following
allocating
methods? staff to PD outside the building, etc.).

SC

P/RU

SystemSC
Conditions
(SC) or P/RU
Practice and
ResourceSCUse (P/RU)
P/RU

Teacher leader roles enable highly effective teachers to extend
their
reach
to improve
learning
of moreteachers
students,meet
either
Special
education
andthe
general
education
and
directly
or byregularly
impacting
the practice
of their
peers.
collaborate
about
instruction
and students.

P/RU
P/RU

How
many
minutes
each
week doare
teams
that share
content
Which
of the
following
practices
consistently
used
in your
and/or
meet?
school grade-level
to support ELL
students and students with disabilities?

P/RU
P/RU

Response to Intervention or other early intervention model is used
My
school has
sufficient
time toneeds
implement
our professional
to address
individual
learning
and reduce
special education
growth
priorities (ie., days prior to the beginning of school, weekly
referrals.
collaborative planning time, regular content and PD/faculty
How many of your special education teachers are dual-certified
meetings).
(content area and special population)?
Teaching teams use collaborative planning time productively, as
evidenced by the use of clear purposes, agendas, and protocols.

Page 3 of 5
P/RU
P/RU

P/RU
P/RU

Teacher teams track student learning needs and progress over
time and use the results to refine their instruction and to regroup
students.
I am evaluated against clear and rigorous performance standards.

P/RU

My school’s leaders and teachers are trained and proficient in
using
data to
school improvement and classroom practice.
How often
areinform
you evaluated?

P/RU
SC

In high priority areas, how often do teams of teachers adjust
student schedules, groupings or teacher assignments to better
meet
their learning
needsschool
(e.g. change
periodare held
Consistently
ineffective
leaders intervention
within my district
assignment
based
on
specific
needs)?
accountable.

P/RU

SC

P/RU

Our
faculty
demonstrates
a professional
culture
that is based
District
termination
and transfer
decisions
of principals
are on
trust,
commitment,
predictable
and fair.constructive conflict, shared accountability and
collective goals that enable adults to achieve academic results
with
Howstudents.
likely is it that you would recommend working as a school
Does the district ensure that school leaders' jobs are
leader in your district to a friend or colleague?
structured to be sustainable and stable through principal
All teachers receive regular cycles of observation and actionable
support and distributed leadership models?
feedback.
I am compensated fairly relative to other instructional positions in
Does
the
district
use
its
compensation
system
to
leverage
Flexibility
the district.
high-performing principals to take on challenging
assignments?
I can make changes to my school’s schedule and staffing without
Do schools have the flexibility to vary designs, including
a full faculty vote.
hiring, staffing, schedules, and resource use, based on
Professional Growth
student, teacher, and school needs?
My current school assignment provides me the greatest
Does the district place strong leaders and promising
I have authority over a significant portion of my school’s staffing
opportunity
to have
and grow
professionally.
potential leaders where they can have the greatest
and
budget and
can impact
swap staffing
positions
and trade dollars for
35
impact and growth?
staff/staff for dollars.

P/RU
P/RU

schooltoleaders
district
opportunities
IEffective
have flexibility
hire thewithin
right my
teacher
to are
meetgiven
my school’s
to grow with challenging assignments.

P/RU
SC

SC
P/RU

SC
SC

P/RU
SC

in general
education
where possible?
Does
the district
retainsetting
high-performing
leaders and
encourage low performers to leave the system?

Does the district ensure that school leaders' jobs are
Question
structured to be sustainable
and stable through principal
support
distributed
leadership
Does theand
special
education
servicemodels?
and instructional

modelthe
focus
on content
in addition to learning
needs?
Does
district
use its compensation
system to
leverage
high-performing principals to take on challenging
School
Design
Leadership
assignments?
Teaching
Effectiveness
Professional
Growth
Defining and
Measuring Effectiveness
Are
organized
into teams
thatand
have
the needed
Doesteachers
the district
place
leaders
promising
use a strong
clear
and
rigorous,
standardssupport
toleaders
deepen
understanding
of college
and career
potential
where
they cansystem?
have
the greatest
based school
leader
evaluation
ready
and use data to plan and improve
impactstandards
and growth?
instruction?
Do schools
teachers to differentiated roles that
Career
Pathassign
and Compensation
extend the reach of highly effective teachers and limit the
Does the
district provide
high-potential leaders
reach
of struggling
teachers?
retain
high-performing
leaderswith
and
significant
support
throughout
the school
encourageoperational
low performers
to leave
the system?
year?
Does the district provide intensive school leadership
Does the district ensure that school leaders' jobs are
training?
structured to be sustainable and stable through principal
support andSupport
distributed leadership models?
School

Does the district
Integrated
Data use its compensation system to leverage
high-performing principals to take on challenging
assignments?
Is
data
integrated
a system that
is easy fortime to
Do
teacher
teams using
have adequate
collaborative
administrators,
teachers,
and
central
office
staff to access
deepen understanding
Professional
Growth of college and career ready
and use? and improve instructional practice?
standards
Does the
district place
strong leaders and promising
School
Support
and Accountability
potential leaders where they can have the greatest
impact
andclear
growth?
Are
there
performance targets for which schools
and school leaders are held accountable?

collaborate regularly
instruction
and students.
Consistently
ineffectiveabout
school
leaders within
my district are held
accountable.
Which of the following practices are consistently used in your

PRINCIPAL
SURVEY
school termination
to support ELL
students
and students
with disabilities?
District
transfer decisions
of principals
are
PRINCIPAL and
SURVEY
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P/RU

P/RU
predictable
and
fair.
Response to Intervention or other early intervention model is used
P/RU
to address
needs and reduce
education
How
likely isindividual
it that youlearning
would recommend
workingspecial
as a school
SC
System Conditions (SS)
referrals.
Metric
leader
in your district to a friend
or colleague?

How many of your special education teachers are dual-certified
area and special
population)?
I(content
am compensated
fairly relative
to other instructional positions in
the district.

or Practice and
Resource P/RU
Use (P/RU)
SC

What
percent
of against
your
teachers
meet
weekly
withgreatest
a team that
My
school
assignment
provides
meperformance
the
I amcurrent
evaluated
clear and
rigorous
standards.
shares
content
to plan
and adjust
instruction?
opportunity
to have
impact
and grow
professionally.

P/RU
P/RU
SC

How often are you evaluated?
Effective school leaders within my district are given opportunities
What
percent
of your teaching
teams have at least one highly
to grow
with challenging
assignments.
effective teacher?
The
district provides
highschool
qualityleaders
professional
me
Consistently
ineffective
within development
my district aretoheld
and
the
other
instructional
experts
in
my
school
to
build
capacity
accountable.
What
percent
of teams
are led
bycareer-ready
an expert facilitator
(may be a
to support
rigorous,
collegeand
standards-aligned
teacher
on
the
team)
weekly?
District
termination
and
transfer
decisions
of
principals
are
instruction in our school.
predictable and fair.
Which
of theprovides
followingme
practices
consistently
used Itoneed
match
The district
with theare
support
and training
to be
teacher
expertise
to
student
needs
through
any
of
the
following
How
likely
is
it
that
you
would
recommend
working
as
a
school
effective.
methods?
leader in your district to a friend or colleague?

SC
P/RU
P/RU

Teacher leader roles enable highly effective teachers to extend
their
to improve
therelative
learningtoofother
moreinstructional
students, either
I amreach
compensated
fairly
positions in
directly
or by impacting the practice of their peers.
the district.
The district
provideseach
timely,
useful
data onthat
student
How
many minutes
week
do teams
shareperformance.
content

P/RU
SC

My current school assignment provides me the greatest

P/RU
P/RU
SC

and/or grade-level meet?

My
school has
timeand
to implement
our professional
opportunity
to sufficient
have impact
grow professionally.
PRINCIPAL
SURVEY
growth priorities (ie., days prior to the beginning of school, weekly

My school has learning/performance goals that are widely known
collaborative
planning
time,faculty
regularand
content
and understood
by school
staff. and PD/faculty
Effective school leaders within my district are given opportunities
meetings).
to grow with challenging assignments.
Metric
Funding
& Portfolio
Teaching teams use collaborative
planning time productively, as
Do teacher teams
have Question
effective practices and protocols
The districtbyprovides
quality
professional
development
to me
evidenced
the use high
of clear
purposes,
agendas,
and protocols.
Does
theinstruction
district provide
high-potential
leaders with
to
adjust
and improve
practice?
Equity
and the other instructional experts in my school to build capacity
significant operational support throughout the school
teams
track collegestudent learning
needs andstandards-aligned
progress over
to support
rigorous,
and career-ready
year? the district consistently provide additional resources Teacher
Positions
and
dollars
aretoallocated
fairly
based onand
my to
school’s
Does
time
and use
the
results
refine their
instruction
regroup
instruction
in
our
school.
Funding
&
Portfolio
needs.
to students with greater learning needs?
students.
The district provides me with the support and training I need to be
Does the district provide intensive school leadership
Transparency
My
school’s leaders and teachers are trained and proficient in
effective.
training?
using
datatimely,
to inform
school
and classroom
Friday,
April
21,
2017
I receive
useful
data improvement
on student performance
and practice.
Do school budgets provide a clear picture of how and
school
use (e.g.,
staffing,
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studentadjust
where resources
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School
Support
In
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do teams
of teachers
grouping)
to support
budgeting
otherassignments
decision making.
student
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groupings
or and
teacher
to better
Integrated Data
meet
their
learning
needs
(e.g.
change
intervention
period
I understand how positions and dollars are allocated to my school.
assignment based on specific needs)?
The district provides timely, useful data on student performance.
Is data integrated using a system that is easy for
administrators, teachers,
and central office staff to access Our faculty demonstrates a professional culture that is based on
Community
Engagement
and use?
trust, commitment, constructive conflict, shared accountability and
Community Resources
collective goals that enable adults to achieve academic results
School Support and Accountability
with students.
My school partners with community providers to offer enrichment
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My school has
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goals that are
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Are there clear performance targets for which schools
All
receive
regular cycles of observation
andwidely
actionable
andteachers
social services
support.
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and
understood
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and
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feedback.
My school partners with community or alternative providers to
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offer instruction in non-core/elective subjects.
Funding & Portfolio
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Family
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hiring, staffing, schedules, and resource use, based on
Does
school
with needs?
parents
meeting
student,
and school
Does the
theteacher,
district partner
consistently
provide around
additional
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student
learning
to students
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greater learning needs?
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I can make changes to my school’s schedule and staffing without
a full faculty vote.
Our
parents
aredollars
deeplyare
involved
withfairly
the school
to help
meet
Positions
and
allocated
based on
my school’s
student
needs. learning goals.
I have authority over a significant portion of my school’s staffing
and budget and can swap staffing positions and trade dollars for
staff/staff for dollars.
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I have flexibility to hire the right teacher to meet my school’s
needs.
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P/RU
SC
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PRINCIPAL SURVEY

Explore our online tools at
ERStrategies.org/tools:

Resource Check
Free online tool to get a quick assessment
of your district’s conditions and resource use
against the School System 20/20 vision.
School Budget Hold’em
An interactive exploration of the thoughtful
trade-offs school administrators must make to
use budgets strategically and move closer to
the School System 20/20 vision.
DREAM
A district budgeting visioning tool that allows
you to adjust key cost levers and see instantly
the impact of these changes.
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Learn more at ERStrategies.org/system2020.

Education Resource Strategies (ERS) is a non-profit organization dedicated
to transforming how urban school systems organize resources—people, time, and
money—so that every school succeeds for every student.
ERS provides innovative tools to help districts achieve their transformation goals.
The School System 20/20 assessment tools help district leaders understand whether
their district policies, structures, and practices create the conditions for improving
student performance at scale—and how well their resources are aligned with the areas
most critical to improving student outcomes. Based on our experience working with
districts, on our extensive district database, and on published research, the tools use
qualitative and quantitative metrics to evaluate two key areas of district performance:
• System Conditions — To assess how well the system supports
strategic practice and resource use across the seven School System 20/20
transformation areas.
• Practice and Resource Use — To evaluate actual practice and resource use
across all seven School System 20/20 transformation areas.
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